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Abstract

Data in the form of time series are ubiquitous that they can be found ev-

erywhere and the analysis of time series has long been important for extracting

meaningful statistics and valuable information of systems in a variety of research

fields. Although time series and complex networks share many relevant appli-

cations, the bridge between time series and complex network did not appear

until 2006 when a method of transforming pseudoperiodic time series into the

so-called cycle networks was introduced. Transforming time series into com-

plex networks enables understanding of the correlation structure and dynamical

properties of the time series by using the graph and network theory. This the-

sis presents a novel framework by using complex networks to represent phase

space dynamics from time series. The construction of recurrence networks by

the ε-networks method and the k-nearest neighbor networks method is studied.

Although a complete study for ε recurrence networks has been reported previ-

ously, no complete study of the theoretical foundation underlying the k-nearest

neighbor approach has been provided. This thesis specifically addresses this de-

ficiency. The key contributions of this thesis include:

1. a critical review of the network-based time series analysis methods;

2. an extension of the study of the k-nearest neighbor networks from the mo-

tif patterns to the full gamut of statistics which describe the time series at

different scales;

3. an exposition of the origin of motif properties for k-nearest neighbor net-
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works and links from the network properties to the topology of the time

series; and

4. a detailed comparison between the k-nearest neighbor network method and

the ε-recurrence network method, the result from which would provide

insights to proper parameter selection when using these two methods.

The results from this work offer new theoretical insights into the application

of complex network theory in time series analysis, and provide novel analytical

perspectives of time series problems from a complex network viewpoint.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The world is beautiful and amazing for it provides us with various pat-

terns from regular to random or chaotic in terms of shape, color, motion and

so on. These are all direct reflections of the underlying physical process or sys-

tem. A variety of pattern formations in natural, social, engineering, economical

and man-made systems occur as a result of complex interactions between com-

ponents in the complex systems. Examples can be found in animal flocking,

community behavior in social dynamics, panic in economic systems and so on.

It is a natural human interest to explore the mystery of how these patterns are

formed. Meanwhile, to understand the world we live in, we have to address a

class of problems of how things interact with each other and change over time

in a particular dynamical system. It is also of great importance to deal with data

in the form of time series which is a set of measurements recorded sequentially

in time. Recent years have witnessed rapid progress in the modeling of complex

systems by using complex networks and complex network theory thanks to the

contributions from physicists, and also new tools and methodologies originated

from new physical concepts and theories to analyze time series, especially non-

1
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linear time series. Recently, an active research area is to apply complex network

theory to time series analysis to extract meaningful information from time series

and complex systems. My thesis presents a framework which links both time

series analysis and chaotic dynamics to complex networks. In this chapter, we

introduce these concepts which will form the foundation of the remainder of the

thesis.

1.1.1 Time series analysis

Time series are ubiquitous and occur in a variety of different domains. Ex-

amples can be a daily observations of the carbon dioxide density obtained from

an observatory, a weekly data of number of birth recorded for a city, a monthly

sequence of the electrical energy used of a factory, a yearly sequence of GDP

growth of a country, and so on. Data in other forms can also be best thought

of as a time series. For example, DNA, text, image and video data may also be

treated as time series.

Throughout scientific research, working with time series becomes the ba-

sis for understanding the behavior of an observed system, from which usually

the only information at hand is a set of measurements of some variables over

time. If no a priori information about the system is known, one has to infer the

characteristics and operational principles of the system from the time series data.

Accordingly, by analyzing time series, one can forecast the short time evolution,

capture the long-term features, determine the fundamental properties and control

the future events of a system.

In traditional time series analysis, methods such as the simple global fit to

the series in time domain, the autoregressive techniques, the wavelet and Fourier

transforms are well developed and are appropriate to the data, when the govern-

ing relationships are linear. However, these methods do not give much insight

when the relationships are nonlinear, e.g., with chaotic dynamics. A more gen-

eral theoretical framework is needed for time series that is more complicated and
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the crucial step in developing such a framework, phase space embedding, has

been widely studied.

1.1.2 Chaos and phase space embedding

In mathematical models, it is amazing that even simple nonlinear equations

with only a few parameters can exhibit complex chaotic properties. A fundamen-

tal characteristic of a chaotic system is that it is sensitive to initial conditions,

which means that the behavior of the system may seem to be highly irregular

and random because of the inaccuracy in determining the initial conditions —

even if the system is deterministic. Chaos is in fact everywhere in the real world.

However, chaotic phnomena did not attract much attention until Edward Lorenz

reported the Lorenz system in 1963 [1], mainly due to the lack of mathematical

methods and computational resources to characterize such systems at that time.

In 1975, the term “chaos” has firstly been introduced as a mathematical notion by

Li and Yorke in the paper entitled “Period three implies chaos” [2]. From around

1980, methods for studying chaotic time series based on the time delay embed-

ding started to occur, thanks to the deep foundations of the Takens’ embedding

theory [3]. By the Takens’ theory, it is theoretically possible to construct a rep-

resentation of the behavior of all of the dynamical variables of a system from

measurements of a single variable, provided that the appropriate embedding pa-

rameters are chosen. State vectors reconstructed by time delay embedding from

the scalar time series are topologically equivalent to the evolution of the dynam-

ical system, if the observation function is smooth. Once this reconstruction has

been accomplished, the resulting patterns can be analyzed in detail to determine

whether or not the system is chaotic, linear, or purely random. If it is chaotic, the

invariants, such as Lyapunov exponents [4–6] and correlation dimension [7, 8],

can be calculated in the phase space reconstruction of the time series. Unlike tra-

ditional linear and stochastic methods, the phase space embedding can be used

to recognize whether a time series is from a deterministic system, and, if so, to
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understand the geometrical information of the underlying system, for example

the number of deterministic degrees of freedom of the system.

1.1.3 Complex networks

Complex networks are recognized as a non-trivial topological network struc-

ture which contains a set of nodes and connections among them. The early stage

of complex network study was mainly from the viewpoint of graph theory, and

the structures of the network are limited to some simple realizations such as the

random graph. Since the work of Barabási and Albert on scale-free networks [9]

and Watts and Strogatz on small-world networks [10], intensive attention has

been payed to networks with thousands or millions of nodes with irregular and

complex structure. Particularly, the impact of topological structure on the dy-

namics or functions of networked systems has attracted intensive interests. So

far the applications of complex network are so diverse that they cover almost

every aspect of scientific research such as technological, biological, social and

financial fields [10–14].

1.2 Motivation and objectives

Time series, phase space and complex networks are considered as three dis-

tinct sets of algorithmic tools which can be used to understand the world around

us. Early studies mainly focus on the connections between time series analy-

sis and the phase space embedding. Although they share many relevant appli-

cations, the bridge between time series and complex network has not appeared

until Zhang and Small [15] proposed the method of transforming pseudoperiodic

time series into complex networks in 2006.

Complex networks reconstructed from time series can reflect the underly-

ing properties of the dynamical system and provide deep insight into the system.

In this research, we aims to connect time series, phase space and complex net-
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works to provide a comprehensive understanding of the underlying system. By

transforming time series into complex networks, we can deal with the time series

from a complex network’s view. The measurements from the complex network

methodology which reflects both global and local statistics can provide new in-

formation about the phase space geometry within the time series.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 includes the background of this thesis. We first offer a review of

nonlinear time series analysis followed by an introduction to the complex net-

work theory and related fundamental concepts. Next, we introduce the frame-

work to transform time series into complex networks which ensure that the tech-

niques of network-based time series analysis has a firm mathematical foundation.

In Chapter 3 we focus on networks suggested by Xu et al. [16], in which

essentially the occurrence frequencies of the motif patterns from this transforma-

tion can distinguish time series with different dynamics. Since the full gamut of

statistics of the networks have so far been unchecked, we provide the quantita-

tive analysis for such networks. It is shown that the conversion from time series

to complex networks provides a multiscale characterization originating from the

network analysis, which in return gives a deeper insight into the dynamical origin

of the time series.

In Chapter 4 we focus on the occurrence of network motifs for extending

the network characterizations for the time series — especially for the phase space

topologies of the time series from both map data and flow data.

Chapter 5 contains a comparison between ε networks based on recurrence

analysis and k-nearest neighbor phase space networks (as proposed by [16]) con-

structed from the same set of time series.

Chapter 6 will give conclusions of the thesis and a feasible direction for

future work.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we first offer a review of relevant nonlinear time series

analysis tools, followed by an introduction to both the complex network theory

and basic concepts related to networks. Next, we introduce the framework to

transform time series into complex networks which underpins the techniques of

the network-based time series analysis. The review of network methodologies

for time series analysis has been thoroughly and extensively developed in the

review paper co-authored with Donner et al. and published in IJBC [17].

2.1 Review of nonlinear time series analysis

In recent decades, the rapid explosion of information has changed our life.

Yet, to some extent, human beings are on a more challengeable road towards our

ultimate goals — to learn from the past and to predict the future. Most often,

the only information at hand is a sequence of data points which is measured

sequentially from the underlying system. Such measurements, changing over

time, are called time series. It is often the case that we need to deal with a

time series from an underlying system free of any other prior knowledge. We

may face a difficult task that we need to learn the characteristics of the data and

6
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understand the working principle of the underlying system from data in the form

of time series. Therefore, time series analysis shows its importance.

In general, time series analysis has the following three goals: (i) identifying

the nature of an underlying system from the observed data, (ii) forecasting the fu-

ture, and, (iii) controlling the future events. To meet these goals, scientists have

developed many traditional linear stochastic time series analysis methods to ex-

tract the linear structures from a data set. Linear estimators and interpretations in

time domain include the mean value, the standard deviation, the autocorrelation,

the cross-correlation, etc. Besides, transforming time series into the frequency

domain by using the popular Fourier transforation and wavelet transformations

is also commonly applied. These linear interpretations for time series can work

well with linear systems. However, spurious results may be generated if the

underlying system involves nonlinearity and engenders chaotic behavior.

In a linear paradigm, small causes only lead to small effects. In comparison,

however, in a nonlinear paradigm, a fundamental characteristic of chaos is the

so-called “butterfly effect”, which was firstly reported by Edward N. Lorenz in

1963. Such a chaotic system is deterministic, but very sensitive to its initial

conditions. In a linear system, the irregular behavior has to be attributed to some

external irregular inputs to the system. In contrast, in a chaotic system, irregular

behavior may occur without irregular input.

A more striking finding is that the random-like behavior, which may cause

irregularity that is so common in nature, may have a very simple organizing prin-

ciple. The profound insight of “chaos” has influenced the way people understand

about the universe. Hence, chaos theory, as a new scientific scope, is developed.

Many new techniques within the context of nonlinear dynamics and chaos theory

have been proposed for nonlinear time series analysis in order to extract new in-

sights in the data which traditional linear diagrams cannot provide. Rather than

linear time series studies which are mainly in the time domain or other transform

domains, most popular methods for chaotic time series analysis are developed in
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the phase space.

A phase space is a space spanned by the state variables, in which all the

possible states of a system are represented as unique points. We call the ensemble

of states that an underlying dynamical system reaches after evolving an infinite

amount of time an attractor, if it is invariant under the dynamics. Points that are

close enough in the basin of attraction of the attractor remain close during the

dynamic evolution. Usually, as the equations of the system are unknown, we

need to reconstruct the attractor in the phase space from only the observation at

hand. Phase space reconstruction for dynamical systems was first introduced by

Packard et al. [18] and Takens [3]. The importance of the Takens’ theory is that

it ensures the existence of vector space that can be reconstructed from even a

scalar time series, which is equivalent to the original state space. The dynamical

invariants such as the Lyapunov exponent and the correlation dimension of an

attractor can be calculated in the reconstructed phase space. Next, we will review

the state reconstruction for nonlinear time series analysis.

2.1.1 Phase space reconstruction

A finite deterministic dynamical system M can be generally described by

either a map or a set of ordinary differential equations of d dimensions. When

time is a discrete variable, the map can be expressed by

xt+1 = F (xt) (2.1)

or given in continuous time by

ẋ(t) = f(x(t)) (2.2)

where t denotes the iteration step and the time index in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2),

respectively; and x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xd(t))
T is a d-dimensional vector

variable. The operation (·)T denotes the transpose of the vector.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of phase space reconstruction. (a) The at-
tractor in the original state space, M1. (b) The observed scalar time series
obtained by applying the measurement function h to the original attractor. (c)
The recontracted attractor in M2.

Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram for embedding reconstruction.

Usually, when we apply a measurement function h to an underlying system, the

real observations of the dynamical process do not yield all possible state vari-

ables. The measurement h will map the state vectors x(t) of m-dimensional to

X(t) in a p dimensional space so what we actually obtain is the transformed data

sets X(t) = h(x(t))T (from (a) to (b)). In the thesis we only consider the case

with p = 1 (which is a scalar time series X(t) = si) because measuring multiple

variables may not be feasible in many practical cases. In addition, thanks to the

Takens’ theorem, we have the possibility to reconstruct an attractor from even a

scalar time series through delay embedding, which can sufficiently characterize

the original attractor. In Fig. 2.1, the original dynamical system is denoted by

M1 of d dimensions and it can be mapped into m-dimensional manifold M2 by

Φ (from (a) to (c)). We call Φ an embedding if it is a one-to-one, smooth map

that has a continuous derivative.

As the information about other unobserved variables is contained in the past

and the future of a scalar time series, Takens proposed the reconstruction map Φ

as follows. Given a time series {si}, i = 0, 1, . . . measured from a dynamical
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system with sampling interval ∆t, Φ transform the {si} into si of m dimensions,

given by

si = (si−(m−1)τ , si−(m−2)τ , . . . , si−τ , si)
T (2.3)

where τ is an integer that indicates the time difference in sampling time units. He

showed that if m ≥ 2d+1, Φ is an embedding (with probability 1) and hence we

get the reconstructed attractor si which is topologically equivalent to the original

attractor xi.

2.1.2 Choosing embedding parameters

Through the powerful Takens’ embedding theorem, an equivalent phase

space is guaranteed by delay embedding for arbitrary time delay τ , provided the

embedding dimension m ≥ 2d + 1. However, in practical situations, the as-

sumptions for the theorem, such as the scalar observations should be precise and

infinitely long, cannot be achieved. Thus, the embedding dimension m should

not be chosen too large and the time delay τ should also be chosen carefully to

ensure a good embedding. Many algorithms for choosing the embedding param-

eters have been proposed. We will introduce some of them in this subsection.

For the embedding dimension m, one of the efficient methods to estimate

the minimum embedding dimension is through the false nearest neighbors (FNN)

statistic introduced by Kennel et al. [19]. Suppose the correct embedding dimen-

sion for a data set is m0. Neighbors of a given point and neighborhoods of the

point are mapped onto neighbors and neighborhoods again in the delay space

of m0 dimension. Since the delay embedding is a one-to-one, smooth map, the

topological properties are preserved. When the data is embedded in a lower di-

mensional space (with m dimensions and m < m0), points could be projected

into the neighborhood of other points which are not neighborhood in a higher

dimensional space. The basic idea of the FNN is therefore searching for these

points which are called “false neighbors”. For each point xi in the time series,

we look for its nearest neighbor xj in an m-dimensional space. We calculate Ri
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as

Ri =
|xi+1 − xj+1|
|xi − xj|

(2.4)

If Ri is larger than a given threshold, the evolution of xi and xj could be different

and in that situation xi is said to have a false nearest neighbor. If the number of

points with Ri which is greater than the threshold is zero (or the proportion is

sufficiently small), the embedding dimension is high enough to ensure a good

embedding.

For a suitable time lag τ , a good estimation is to minimize the linear corre-

lation of the time series by looking for the first zero of the autocorrelation func-

tion [18]. Alternatively, a better choice proposed by Fraser and Swinney [20] is

to make use of the mutual information since it takes into account not only the lin-

ear properties but also nonlinear correlations within the time series. The mutual

information between {xi} and {yi} is defined by

I(x, y) = H(x) +H(y)−H(x, y) (2.5)

where H(x) and H(x, y) are the information entropy of a data set xi and the joint

information entropy between {xi} and {yi} respectively, i.e.,

H(x) = −
∑
xi

p(xi) log p(xi) (2.6)

H(x, y) = −
∑
xi

∑
yi

p(xi, yi) log p(xi, yi) (2.7)

where p(xi) is the probability distribution of x, and p(xi, yi) is the joint proba-

bility of x and y.

For a scalar time series, the first obvious minimum (if there is) of the mutual

information function I(τ) between {xi}N−τ
1 and {xi+τ}N−τ

1 is a good choice for

a reasonable time delay.

The methods introduced above for choosing the embedding parameters τ
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and m will be used throughout the thesis. However, it should be stressed that

in real applications, many factors, such as the presence of noise and the finite

length of the data set, may make an “optimal” embedding invalid in real applica-

tions. Finding a good embedding can still be a difficult problem, since no other

information rather than the time series itself can we learn about the underlying

system.

2.1.3 Conventional dynamical invariants

Again, let us come back from the technical methods to the main concept

of “chaos”. There are two most striking features of chaos: instability and self-

similarity. The former term “instability” implies the unpredictability of the future

despite a deterministic time evolution; the second term “self-similarity” refers to

chaotic attractors with fractional dimensions. The instability feature and self-

similar property can be characterized by two dynamical invariants: largest Lya-

punov exponent and correlation dimension, respectively.

2.1.3.1 Largest Lyapunov exponent

To measure the sensitive dependence on the initial conditions of a dynam-

ical system, we usually refer to the Lyapunov exponent which characterizes the

exponential divergence rate of infinitesimally close trajectories. Consider two

initial points x0 and x0 + dr. By applying the system equations, each point will

generate an orbit in the space. The separation ∆r between the two orbits can be

treated as a function of both the time t and the location of the initial point x0 and

thus it has the form ∆r(t, x0). The Lyapunov exponent can be calculated by:

λ = lim
t→∞,dr→0

1

t
ln

∆r(t, x0)

dr
(2.8)

It should be stressed that the separation rate varies in different orientations.

That is to say, an infinitesimal small ball with radius dr would be deformed into
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an ellipsoid as time evolves. Hence, we have a set of Lyapunov exponents with

respect to different orientations, which is called Lyapunov exponent spectrum.

It is common to just refer to the largest Lyapunov exponent rather than the Lya-

punov exponent spectrum because it determines the predictability of a dynamical

system. We find a negative largest Lyapunov exponents in stable systems which

reflects the asymptotic stability of the system. The orbits head to their stable

fixed point or stable periodic orbit that exist in the system. When the largest

Lyapunov exponent is zero, it means the system is in some sort of steady states

and the orbit is a neutral fixed point. A positive largest Lyapunov exponent in

a bounded system indicates chaos. No matter how close the nearby points are,

they will separate quickly to any distance eventually.

However, the existence of noise contaminated in the data may lead to a spu-

rious result in many real world cases when computing Lyapunov exponent. For

example, we may get a positive Lyapunov exponent for a random noise process.

We should treat the numerically obtained Lyapunov exponent with great care in

real world applications.

2.1.3.2 Correlation dimension

The correlation dimension is a measure of the dimensionality of a space

occupied by a fractal set. A chaotic signal from a strange attractor differs signif-

icantly from one that belongs to a noisy random process in terms of the spatial

organization of the points in the phase space. Usually, the spatial organization

can be measured by correlation integral which is given by

C(ε) = lim
n→inf

1

n2

∑
i,j=1

nΘ(ε− |xi − xj|) (2.9)

where Θ(·) is the Heaviside function (step function) and is equal to 1 for positive

p, otherwise the value is 0. Typically, the vector x used here is a point in the

embedded phase space constructed from a single time series. For a limited range
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of ε, it is found that C(ε) ∝ εν . That is, the correlation integral is proportional to

some power of ε. This exponent is called the correlation dimension and is a sim-

ple measure of the fractal size of the attractor. In principle, a random process has

an infinite correlation dimension because the corresponding orbit is not expected

to have any spatially ordered structure. In contrast, the correlation dimension for

a closed curve (a periodic orbit) is 1, and for a two-dimensional surface (such

as quasiperiodic motion with incommensurate frequencies on a torus) is 2. A

strange (fractal) set can have a correlation dimension that is not an integer.

Though it is argued that the stochastic process would eventually use all

available dimensions and that a fractural dimension noticeably smaller than the

embedding space provides strong evidence of determinism, in numerical calcu-

lation, this is not always the case. For instance, it has been shown that a simple

class of random noise characterized by a power-law power spectrum has a finite

and predictable value of the correlation dimension [21]. This suggests that a

fractal dimension alone is not sufficient to guarantee the presence of chaos.

2.1.4 State recurrence and recurrence plot

Besides Lyapunov exponents and correlation dimension, state recurrence is

another vital characteristic for chaotic dynamics. The study on the state recur-

rence can date back to the Poincaré’s recurrence theorem [22], which states that

certain systems can, after a sufficiently long time, return arbitrarily close to any

former state under general conditions. In the past few decades, the dynamical

characteristics which are based on the state recurrence phenomenon have re-

ceived increasing attention. It has been found that the temporal pattern of mutual

state recurrences reveals essential information on the dynamical system [23]. In

particular, the recurrence plot (RP) has been introduced by Eckmann et al. [24]

to visualize the recurrence of states in the phase space. To get the RP for a time

series, firstly we need to reconstruct a proper phase space and then map the time
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series into points in the phase space. The elements in the RP are given by

Ri,j = Θ(ε− ∥xi − xj∥) (2.10)

in which xi and xj are two states in the reconstructed phase space, Θ(·) is

the Heaviside function and ε is the recurrence threshold to be chosen. When

Ri,j = 1, i.e., the two states i and j are closer than the recurrence threshold ε, a

black dot will be plotted at the coordinates (i, j). Otherwise, if Ri,j = 0, no dot

will be plotted. In RPs, there are typical line structures vertically or diagonally

of different length that ensure the complex measurements known as recurrence

quantification analysis (RQA) [25–27]. The RPs further enable the calculations

of some dynamical invariants including the correlation dimension, the correla-

tion entropy, etc.

One of the essential problems for obtaining the RPs is how to choose an

appropriate recurrence threshold ε. If ε is chosen too small, there may be almost

no recurrence points and we cannot learn anything about the recurrence structure

of the underlying system. On the other hand, if ε is chosen too large, almost every

point is a neighbor of every other point. Criteria for the recurrence threshold ε

have been suggested in the literature [26, 28–33]. Once a proper ε is obtained,

we can have RPs that yield important insights into the time evolution of these

trajectories.

2.2 Complex network theory

In recent years, complex networks have become well-known as a powerful

tool to describe complex systems with interwoven interactions among elements

and are pervasive in a variety of scientific fields — technology, nature and human

society. Examples of networks in the real-world include Web Wide Web and in-

ternet in engineering, public transport networks such as airline routing maps and

city road networks, neural networks and food webs in biology, or the collabora-
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tion graph of movie actors or scientists and online social networks in sociology.

Though the idea of using networks to represent complex systems is neat,

networks are inherently complicated to understand. Research on networks has

to cope with both dynamical complexity and structural complexity. In more de-

tail, the former term dynamical complexity considers both the dynamics on and

of the network, that is, dynamical processes taken on a fixed network and the

evolution of the network itself as time changes respectively. The latter term,

structural complexity, includes intricate wiring patterns between nodes, nodes

in the networks that could subjected to different types and links that could be

heterogeneous with different weight and directions. To get ahead, when dealing

with different research problems, people tend to focus on certain complications

while neglecting other factors [34]. For example, when studying the nonlinear

dynamics, we may put dynamical systems (oscillators) on nodes in networks

with simple topologies, such as chains, lattices and fully connected network,

which allow us to concentrate on the node dynamical complexity and get the po-

tential dynamics, without being afflicted by any additional network complexity.

Such kinds of problems are dynamically complex even though the geometries

of networks are simple. Likewise, the combination of dynamical complexity

and structural complexity is even more difficult. We may need to simplify the

dynamical models on networks with complex structures when tackling specific

problems.

Regarding the structural complexity of network architectures, the descrip-

tions of networks firstly come from graph theory which is a branch of discrete

mathematics. The first paper on graph theory was the solution to the famous

seven bridge problem written by Leonhard Euler in 1736. Since its birth, graph

theory has made huge and excited progress and also successfully solved lots

of problems that can be applied to practical applications. Examples include the

widely used solutions to maximum flow problem and the famous and stimulating

four color problem. Traditionally, graph theory mainly focuses on rather small,

simple and regular networks. Nowadays, a great of research attention has been
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turned to networks of large scale (thousands or millions nodes and edges) in or-

der to meet the need of measuring and analyzing the exponentially growing data

amount (known as the big data). The first knowledge on large-scale networks

has been obtained straightforwardly from random graphs and now known as the

ER model after its proponents Erdös and Rényi [35] in the 1950s, which is used

to describe networks with no apparent design principle. One fact for networks

is that, even with a same number of nodes and similar edge density, there could

exist huge number of different networks and their topologies could be diverse.

In Fig. 2.2, as an example, there are three networks with the same number of

nodes and almost the same number of edges but constructed with three differ-

ent organizing principles which manifest networks from a regular graph toward

a fully random graph. Networks of real-world systems often have structures

which are somehow between completely regular and fully random, as a com-

plex system could follow certain organizing principles which would be encoded

into the network topologies. Networks with such non-trivial but commonly oc-

curring topological structures are called complex networks. Besides the random

ER network model, there are many other models aiming to capture some typical

properties obtained from real-world systems, among which the two famous and

most studied properties are scale-free (e.g. in the BA network in Fig. 2.2) and

small world. The studies on the two properties will be briefly introduced latter

in Section 2.2.3.

To tackle problems related to complex networks, complex network theory,

which is an interdisciplinary research field including knowledge from statisti-

cal physics, mathematical graph theory, computer science and other scientific

areas, has been developed. Complex network theory aims to explore and ex-

plain a number of surprisingly complex behavior that be observed in complex

systems using complex network models, mainly by focussing on the interactions

and connections between elements while neglecting other details of the systems.

Thanks to complex network theory, lots of interesting issues are able to be in-

vestigated from a new point of view. The issues which attract intensive research
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Figure 2.2: Regarding structural complexity, here are sample networks that
are of n = 100 nodes and with almost the same number of edges (m is around
400 here) with increasing randomness (a) A regular network structured with
nodes which link orderly to equal number of neighbors (Circulant Graph which
which each node links to neighbors with jumps 1, 10, 20, 30). (b) A BA
network starting from cycle graph of order 3. At each step a node with 4
edges is added. (c) A graph with m = 400 edges randomly distributed among
n = 100 nodes. (d) Degree distributions of the above networks (a)-(c).

attention include the quantitative characterizations on network structure, models

for studying network evolution, robustness of network structure, the dynamics

on networks and so on.

Network descriptions for complex systems can be distinguished into two

groups: structural and functional, depending on whether the network structures

reflect the physical structure of a complex system (e.g. power grid), or represent

more about the abstract relationship among elements in the system. What we

focus most on in this thesis is mainly the latter kind which are constructed from

time series data.

Next, we will first introduce some basic concepts on networks and mea-

surements on networks, followed by an introduction to the network properties

which can be found in the real world – especially the famous scale-free property

and small-world property.
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2.2.1 Graphs and networks

From mathematics’ point of view, a graph G is an ordered triple (V (G),

E(G), ϕG), where V (G) is a non-empty set of nodes (or vertices), E(G) is a

set of edges and ϕG is an incidence function which associates with each edge an

unordered pair of nodes of G. A network is a graph in which usually any one of

its edges does not have identical end nodes and at the same time no duplicative

edges exist which link with the same pair of end nodes.

As it is named, graphs (networks) can be represented graphically which

helps to understand many of their properties. Rather than drawings, the ma-

trix representatives are more suitable for both storing graphs in computer and

mathematically studying their properties. One of the most popular matrix rep-

resentatives is the adjacency matrix. Given a graph G of size n, the associating

adjacency matrix is an n× n matrix AG := (aij), with its elements aij as

aij =

 1 if node i and node j is connected,

0 otherwise,
(2.11)

The storage of an adjacency matrix goes as n2. For large size networks with

sparse edge density, the computational calculations usually carry out on repre-

sentations of sparse adjacency list or edge list [36].

We define a path as a simple graph such that its nodes are arranged in a

linear sequence in which two nodes are adjacent if they are consecutive in se-

quence, and are nonadjacent otherwise. The length of a path is the total number

of edges that the path contains. Likewise, a cycle is a simple graph whose nodes

are arranged in a cyclic sequence in which two nodes are adjacent if they are

consecutive in sequence, and are nonadjacent otherwise.

A graph F is call a subgraph of a graph G, if V (F ) ⊆ V (G), E(F ) ⊆

E(G), and ϕF is the restriction of ϕG to E(F ). We define a component G′ in a

graph G as a maximally connected subgraph if all the nodes of G′ are reachable
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from all the other nodes in G′, and, at the same time no node i ∈ G\G′ is

reachable from and node j ∈ G′. We call the largest component G′ with size

n′ ≈ n the giant component of the graph G.

2.2.2 Measurements on networks

Next, we will briefly introduce some standard measurements on complex

networks. Some other measurements will be defined as needed throughout the

thesis.

2.2.2.1 The shortest-path length, diameter and average path length

Between two nodes i and j, there could be more than one paths or no paths

connecting them. The shortest-path length between i and j, dij , is the minimum

length among all the paths, where dij = ∞ if there is no path between them.

The diameter D is the maximum distance among of reachable pairs of

nodes,

D = max
i,j,dij<∞

(dij) (2.12)

The average path length L is defined as the mean value of all the distances,

averaging all the reachable pairs of nodes (i, j).

L = ⟨dij⟩ (2.13)

2.2.2.2 Degree, average degree and degree distribution

The degree of a node, ki, is defined as the total number of edges that connect

to a node i.

ki =
∑
j∈N

aij (2.14)

The degree is the simplest yet important characteristic of node by means that the

node is more important if it is connected to more other nodes.
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The average degree of a network is the mean value of ki over all nodes i.

The degree distribution of a network p(k) is a spectrum of the spread of degrees

of all nodes.

2.2.2.3 Clustering coefficient and average clustering coefficient

The clustering coefficient of a given node i, Ci, is defined as the fraction of

connected neighbors over all the possible number of edges among its ki neigh-

bors. Hence, we have Ci ≤ 1.

The average clustering coefficient of a network is then the mean value of

all nodes, which is

C = ⟨Ci⟩ (2.15)

2.2.2.4 Betweenness Centrality

For a given node i in the network, the betweenness centrality bi is defined

as [37]

bi =
∑

j,k∈n,j ̸=k

njk(i)

njk

(2.16)

where njk is the number of shortest paths between node j and node k, while

njk(i) is the number of shortest paths between node j and node k and passing

through node i.

2.2.3 Complex network architectures

Due to different mechanisms of evolution, real-world networks always ex-

hibit some complexity or heterogeneity. As a result, scientists have moved their

attempt to model networks from simple or completely regular networks (chains,

grids, lattices, completely graph and so on) and completely random networks

(of a much larger scale) toward something in between completely regular and

completely random. In this endeavor, the variety of measurements on complex
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networks are of great help for understanding network topologies.

As we have already mentioned, the topology of a network with thousands

or million nodes was firstly modelled by a Erdös-Rényi (ER) graph [35] over 50

years ago, which is a completely random graph. The ER model shows how the

connections with a random probability p among N nodes shapes a network. The

simple construction process of the ER network ensures that many network mea-

surements can be analytically calculated. In general, the ER network is homoge-

nous in node degree ki with ⟨k⟩ ≃ pn. The clustering coefficient C = ⟨k⟩/n. As

a result, networks do not show clustering as the N becomes very large. The aver-

age path length L of an ER network increases logarithmically with the network

size n, which is a typical small-world feature. In comparison, regular lattices are

also homogenous in degree, but are usually clustered and do not exhibit small-

world feature.

In order to study the transition between regular lattices and random net-

works, Wats and Strogatz (WS) [10] constructed the so-called small-world net-

work model (WS model) which maintains locally clustered but has a small aver-

age path length, simply by randomly rewiring connections in a nearest-neighbor

network with a probability p. Consequentially, the average path length p de-

creases significantly once several connections are rewired and the network then

exhibits the small-world phenomenon, while the local clustering remains at a

high level.

It is interesting that in real world, the small-world phenomenon is actually

very common, and that remind us of the popular principle called “six degrees of

separation”, suggested by Milgram in the late 1960s [38], claiming that everyone

and everything is surprisingly only six or even fewer steps away. In fact, in social

networks, they could have a small average path length similar as “six degrees of

separation”, and at the same time exhibit clusters (for example, in one’s own

friend circle, two friends many know each other and form a cluster).

Another significant discovery in complex network theory is the so-called
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scale-free feature, which is also commonly found in many real-world networks,

such as metabolic networks and citation networks, showing heterogeneity in de-

gree with the distribution in a power-law form of p(k) ∼ k−γ . To describe the

mechanism which controls the formation of the power-law degree distribution,

Barabási and Albert (BA) proposed a network model starting with a small num-

ber of m0 nodes and adding new nodes to the base network with a preferential

attachment that the connecting probability to any existing node i is proportional

to its degree ki [9]. In this way, a node in the BA network which is already

connected to many nodes is likely to receive more links from new nodes as the

network grows, (we may call such a node a hub), keeping the degree distribu-

tion of the network remaining p(k) ∼ k−γ . Compared with random graphs of

the same size and average degree, BA networks are more clustered and usually

have smaller average path length. It is believed that the existence of large degree

hub nodes helps to bring the nodes together and hence reduce the average path

length.

2.3 Transformation from time series into complex

networks

In the last few years, a framework for analyzing time series by construct-

ing associated complex networks has attracted research interests [15–17,39–45].

Representing the time series through a corresponding network allows new meth-

ods to explore the properties of time series based on complex network theory

which may lead to deep insights into the dynamical processes of a system. The

review of network methodologies for time series analysis has been thoroughly

and extensively developed in the review paper co-authored with Donner et al.

and published in IJBC [17].

To summarize, networks constructed from time series obtained by differ-

ent approaches can roughly be divided into three families: proximity networks,
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transition networks and visibility graphs [17]. As they named, proximity net-

works are constructed by making use of the mutual proximity of segments of

data [15–17, 40, 41, 44], including recurrence networks (including the k-nearest

neighbor networks [16, 44] and the ε-recurrence networks [17, 43]), cycle net-

works [15], correlation networks [40, 46] and so on. Transition networks are

built based on the transition connections between states [45, 47–50]. The net-

works established from ordinal partitions of time series proposed by Small, Sun

and colleagues [45, 50] is one of the examples. Unlike the above two classes of

networks, visibility graphs are distinct for they are constructed by making use of

the convexity relationships of the data [39].

In this section, we briefly introduce some of the important methods for the

transformation from time series to networks. In particular, the main results of

the thesis come by using the the recurrence networks methods [17, 44, 51, 52].

2.3.1 Cycle networks

The framework of exploring complicated dynamics from time series in the

complex networks’ view was first proposed by Zhang and Small [15]. The

method they presented can be applied to pseudoperiodic time series such as

the noisy periodic and chaotic time series. Starting from a given pseudoperi-

odic time series xi
n
i , nodes of the network are defined by disjoint “cycles” as

{C1, C2, . . . , Cm} which can be obtained by dividing pseudoperiodic time series

into cycle segments according to the local minimum (or maximum). Whether

two nodes are connected or not are determined by the similarity of the related

cycles, using, for example, the phase space distance or the linear correlation coef-

ficient of the two cycles. Two nodes are connected to each other if their distance

or correlation fulfils some criteria. Transforming time series into networks in that

way, a noisy periodic times series data corresponds to a random network while

networks from chaotic time series data sets exhibit small world properties and

scale free features. Moreover, statistical properties of the networks such as the
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degree distribution, average path length and clustering coefficient, can provide

information of the system, such as the number and distribution of the unstable

periodic orbits, which is not available form classical nonlinear time series.

The cycle network method has been shown to be an effective tool for an-

alyzing pseudoperiodic experimental data. For example, Zhang et al. [15] have

shown that the cycle network representations of the ECG data exhibit different

network structures between healthy subjects and the patients.

2.3.2 Recurrence networks

Much research effort has been devoted to recurrence networks which are

constructed based on the concept of recurrences in the phase space attractor. In

2008, Xu et al. [16] suggested the so-call k-nearest neighbor networks. To con-

struct a k-nearest neighbor network, a time series is mapped into a set of points

in the embedded phase space. Each point represents a node of the network. The

corresponding k-nearest neighbor network are constructed by linking each node

with its k nearest neighbors [16] in the reconstructed phase space. At the micro-

scopic level, the building blocks of the complex networks such as the network

motifs reflect different local structure properties [53]. Based on the occurrence

frequencies of the motif patterns, a so-called “superfamily” phenomenon is ob-

served which can distinguish time series with different dynamics. Shortly after

the original technique was proposed in Xu et al. [16], many authors started to ex-

plore the ε-recurrence networks as a way of representing recurrence plots (RPs,

as introduced in Section 2.1.4) as complex networks, in a way that two nodes are

linked together when their phase space distance is smaller than a selected thresh-

old ε. This is the so-called ε-recurrence network. By choosing an appropriate ε,

the local phase space properties can be best preserved [42] in the network.

Recognized as useful tools for time series analysis with many applications,

this thesis mainly focuses on recurrence networks.
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2.3.3 Correlation networks

Following the work of cycle networks which are constructed to explore the

topological features of pseudoperiodic time series, correlation networks which

can be constructed from arbitrary time series have been suggested by Yang et al. [40].

After joining the start and the end of a time series, Yang et al. [40] take succes-

sive L points of the time series {xi}Ni=1 as state vectors

Ti = (xi, xi+τ , . . . , xi+(L−1)τ )|i=0,1,2,...,N (2.17)

where τ is the time delay. Each Ti is a state vector in an L-dimensional space.

Next, the Pearson correlation coefficient rij of two state vectors Ti and Tj is

computed via

rij =

L∑
k=1

(Ti(k)− ⟨Ti⟩) · (Tj(k)− ⟨Tj⟩)√√√√ L∑
k=1

(Ti(k)− ⟨Ti⟩)2 ·

√√√√ L∑
k=1

(Tj(k)− ⟨Tj⟩)2

(2.18)

where ⟨Ti⟩ =
∑L

k=1 Ti(k)/L is the average of the successive L points. Such a

correlation matrix R := (rij) is symmetric with each of its elements −1 6 rij 6
1, where rij = 1, 0, and − 1 correspond to perfect correlations, no correlations

and perfect anti-correlations respectively. A new binary matrix D = dij can be

obtained from the correlation matrix R by applying a threshold rc following the

rules, which reads

dij =

1, (|rij| > rc)

0, (|rij| < rc)

(2.19)

The correlation networks have also been reinvented by Gao et al. [46] and

applied to characterize the nonlinear dynamics of conductance fluctuating signals

in a gas-liquid two-phase flow [46].
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2.3.4 Visibility graphs

The above methods to construct networks from time series are all based

on the similarity among segments of the time series. Rather than searching for

proximity in the time series, an alternative method to convert time series into a

network is through the visibility graph method suggested by Lacasa et al. [39].

By considering each point as a node and the whole time series as a landscape,

the visibility graph is built in such a way that a node is linked to the other nodes

which can be “seen” by the node itself. Formally, a visible relationship for two

arbitrary points (ta, ya) and (tb, yb) exists if every point between them, denoted

by (tc, yc), fulfills

yc < yb + (ya − yb)
tb − tc
tb − ta

(2.20)

As a consequence of the transformation, periodic time series, random time series

and fractal time series are mapped into regular networks, random networks and

scale-free networks, respectively. Lacasa et al. have also shown a direct appli-

cation of the visibility graph method by revealing the relationship between the

Hurst exponent of fractional Brownian motion (fBm) and the degree distribution

of the associated visibility graphs [54]. Moreover, the visibility graph method

has been extended to the horizontal visibility graph, by further limiting the vis-

ibility constraint to horizontal direction, i.e., for two points (ta, ya) and (tb, yb),

they are connected if a horizontal line joining the two points does not intersect

any points between them. The criterion can be given by

xi, xj > xn for all n such that i < n < j. (2.21)

It has been analytically proved that the degree distribution for any hori-

zontal visibility graph constructed from random series has a form of P (k) =

(1/3)(2/3)k−2, which is independent of the probability distribution from which

the series was generated. Hence, we can use the horizontal visibility graph meth-

ods to discriminate uncorrelated randomness from chaos.
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2.3.5 Transition networks

Unlike proximity networks and visibility graphs, transition networks are

built based on the transition connections between states [47–49], explicitly by

making use of the temporal information in the following ways: (1) quantizing the

amplitude of a time series into a suitable number of classes (this is also called

the process of “coarse-graining”); (2) considering each class as a node of the

network; and (3) defining the weight and the direction in the connections between

two nodes by the transitions between two classes.

The transition networks can capture the fundamental structure of the phase

space attractor, especially in identifying such nodes that are of a special impor-

tance for the causal evolution of a system (i.e. these nodes are with a high values

in the betweenness centrality bv). Furthermore, the amplitude-quantization in the

phase space makes the network topology less sensitive to the noise impact. How-

ever, it also brings in the main disadvantage that small amplitude information is

lost during the “coarse-graining” process.

A recent network approach which is established from ordinal partitions of

time series proposed by Small et al. [45,50] also belongs to the transition network

class.



Chapter 3

Multiscale characterization on recurrence-

based phase space networks con-

structed from time series

In the previous chapter, we have introduced basic concepts in both time

series analysis and complex network theory, together with the recent progress in

transformation from time series to complex networks. This chapter will focus

on networks suggested by Xu et al. [16], in which essentially the occurrence

frequencies of the motif patterns from this transformation can distinguish time

series with different dynamics. However, other statistics of the networks were

left unchecked by Xu et al. [16] . In this chapter, we focus on networks from

such transformation providing the quantitative analysis for networks constructed

by this model. The work presented in this chapter has been published as [44].

3.1 Introduction

Time series analysis and its applications have long been important to un-

derstand the complex systems of many research fields such as ecology, biology

29
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and society [55]. Early studies mainly focused on the time series and its phase

space embedding and this led to non-trivial features estimated from data: long-

range correlations, scale invariance and so on. Meanwhile, a lot of recent work

has shown that natural and artificial systems in diverse fields can also be de-

scribed with complex networks [9, 37, 56] which are composed of a number of

nodes that are interconnected by a set of edges. Although time series and com-

plex networks share many relevant applications, the bridge between time series

and complex network has not appeared until Zhang and Small [15] proposed

the method of transforming pseudoperiodic time series into the so-called cycle

networks in 2006. Since then, as we mentioned in the previous chapter, many

methods for transforming time series into complex networks have been designed

including recurrence networks [17,42,57,58], correlation networks [40,46], visi-

bility graphs [39] and so on. By going from time series to complex networks, it is

possible to understand the correlation structure and dynamical properties of the

time series by using the mathematical knowledge of graph and network theory.

In analyzing complex networks, one of the greatest advantages is the exis-

tence of multiple scales of identification and description of the important nodes

or structures that exist in the networks.

3.2 Multiscale characterization on networks

Given a network, even simple global statistics can provide a profound in-

sight into the network itself. The most intensively studied “macroscopic” con-

cepts are the average path length, average clustering coefficient, and degree dis-

tribution. Examples include the two well-known characterization of scale-free

and small world features widely found in networks. The former was based on the

observation that the degree distributions of many real networks have a power-law

form. The latter refers to the small world phenomenon which is found particu-

larly in many social networks and is characterized by a low average path length
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and high average clustering coefficient.

When investigating complex networks at the “microscopic” scale, local

properties of the network can also be important. Identifying the most vital nodes

has also attracted academic research interest since these nodes can play a crucial

role in the organization of the network and thus has significant impact on the dy-

namics of networks, such as their synchronization, epidemic spreading and so on.

The proposed network statistics to measure node centrality [10, 59–62] include

degree centrality, local clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality, local sub-

graph centrality, eigenvector centrality, closeness centrality, and so on. Though

considered as local properties, these network statistics actually capture the net-

work properties on a different scale. For example, the degree centrality which

is defined as the number of neighbors of a node, measures only the local con-

nections for the given node. However, the local clustering coefficient reflects the

importance of the node in the network at a more macroscopic level than degree

centrality since it measures the connectivity between the neighbors of a node.

Similarly, the betweenness centrality of a node involves calculating the shortest

paths between pairs of nodes that pass through a particular node on a graph and

therefore measures the importance of that node at an even more macroscopic

level.

Moreover, much recent research attention has been put into studying the

structural important features of the network, such as the motif, cyclic, assorta-

tive patterns, and other community structures [53, 63–66]. These “mesoscopic”

structures which consist of both nodes and edges play an important structural

and functional role in complex networks.

The basic idea is that the conversion from time series to complex networks

provides a multiscale characterization originating from the network analysis,

which in return gives a deeper insight into the dynamical origin of the time

series. The key questions are what information of the time series is contained

inside the network representatives and how such multiple scales of identifica-
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tion and description may be related to the original time series. To address these

questions, much research effort has been devoted to networks based on the im-

portant concept of recurrences from time series in the phase space. For example,

in an ε-recurrence network, if an appropriate ε is chosen, the local phase space

properties can be best preserved in the embedded phase space, and hence in the

networks. The networks are phase space density dependent, which links local

properties of the network with the phase space properties of the attractor directly.

The networks also allow one to uncover similarities of the phase space structures

of various complex systems, which can provide deeper insights into the complex

systems. In comparison, in Xu’s so-called phase space networks constructed by

linking each node with its k nearest neighbors [16] in the reconstructed phase

space, the occurrence frequencies of the connected motif patterns, can be used

to distinguish time series with different dynamics by their so-called superfamily

phenomenon. The k-nearest neighbor phase space networks are topologically

invariant, since they depict the relative proximity relationships among a fixed

number of neighboring points in the phase space attractor.

As in Ref. [16] which targets on Xu’s phase space networks, the network

motifs which are the building blocks of the complex networks reflect different

local structure properties at the microscopic level [53]. Besides the motifs, how-

ever, other characteristics which are associated with local and global properties

of the network and characterize the importance of a node in the network from

different scales have been left unstudied. Next, we address this deficiency. To do

so, we will focus exclusively on the phase space network of Ref. [16] and not the

recurrence methods of Refs. [17, 42, 67]. For an extensive comparison of these

methods, and the other emerging alternatives, see Ref. [17].

w y

x z

w y

x z

w y

x z

A B C D E F

Figure 3.1: All six motifs of size four denoted by A, B, C, D, E and F .
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The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows: we first quantify these

recurrence-based phase space networks (using the adaptive nearest neighbor net-

work method [16, 17]) via the standard topological statistics besides the motif

ranking to show how such global and local network statistics can provide new

information about the phase space geometry beyond time series. Then we apply

the same analysis to noisy experimental data from continuous musical tones pro-

duced on a standard clarinet. In the last section of this chapter we provide a brief

conclusion.

3.3 Quantitative assessment of recurrence-based

phase space networks

The recurrence-based phase space network representative for a given time

series is generated following the same method used in Ref. [16] and summarized

in Ref. [17]. The first step is to embed the time series in an appropriate phase

space. After proper embedding, each point in the phase space is taken as a node

of the network. By comparing pairwise phase space distance among nodes, we

can obtain an index matrix I in which each element Iij is a node index represent-

ing the jth nearest neighbor of node i is the node with index Iij . Note that points

within the same orbits of the attractor are excluded as eligible neighbors and will

not be shown in the index matrix. On the one hand this ensures that the neigh-

bors are spatial neighbors in the phase space rather than the temporal neighbors,

on the other hand this avoids multiple links between two nodes. The index ma-

trix shows all the neighbor candidates of a node and the orders of these eligible

neighbors represents their priorities to become a neighbor of a given node. At the

first step, we connect each node to its first nearest neighbors sequentially. Every

time if there is already an edge between two nodes, we should look up in the in-

dex matrix for the next eligible neighbor to avoid multiple links in the network.

After the first step, each node is connect to its first eligible neighbor. At the sec-
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ond step, we repeat the same construction scheme by continuously looking up

for the next eligible neighbor of each node in the index matrix and connecting

the eligible neighbor to each node. Eventually, after k steps, we get a network

with an average degree of 2k since connecting one node to its k neighbors should

result in receiving on average k invitation to become neighbors from other nodes.

By constructing a network in this way, we are able to enforce a threshold

adaptively according to the local inter-point density of the attractor and thus ob-

tain a network representative of time series which inherits structure of the distinct

local phase space properties from different dynamical systems.

For a low-period periodic time series, the associated network is regular as

the points arrange orderly around an orbit in the phase space. The network forms

a large loop shape and its size increases proportionately to the number of points

of the embedded data. If we add noise to the data, the dimension of the dynamics

increases while the homogenous distribution of the points remains unchanged:

we still find the same loop structure, but the diameter of the network decreases.

For chaotic time series, the reconstructed phase space becomes heterogenous

and may have some fractal properties and thus the structure of the associated

network is more heterogeneous. In Fig. 3.2, we plot the networks constructed

from time series by the software Mathematica (Wolfram Research Inc., IL, USA)

using the spring-electrical embedding algorithm. In this algorithm, there exists

two balancing forces: the repulsive force which is proportional to the distance

between two nodes, and the attractive force which is proportional to the square

of the distance between two neighboring nodes. Each node in the network is

force directed to the position until an approximate equilibrium is reached (See

for example Ref. [68] for more details). In this way, an instant overview of a

complex network can be obtained such that some visual cues of the network,

such as size, distance and alignment, can be pre-attentively interpreted.

As a typical example for a continuous dynamical system, we study the

Rössle system. We make use of the data from the x component of the Rössler
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Phase space networks on the left panel and the corresponding
phase space attractors from (a) Rössler of periodic 2 with c = 6, (b) The same
Rössler of periodic 2 with 10dB white Gaussian noise, (c) Chaotic Rössler
with c = 18.

system by solving x′ = −(y+z), y′ = x+ay, z′ = b+(x−c)z with a = 0.1 and

b = 0.1, using the fourth–fifth order Runge–Kutta method (ODE45 in MATLAB)

with a fixed sampling rate of h = 0.1. By tuning the parameter c, low-period pe-

riodic, high-period periodic and chaotic data can be obtained. Figure 3.3 shows

the bifurcation diagram, with parameter c ∈ [1, 18] divided into 1000 intervals.

The data is mapped into a space of dimension de = 10 that is sufficiently large

to study the topological structure with the time delay τ which is chosen to be the

first minimum of the mutual information. To a construct network from the time

series, we take each point in the embedded space as a node and link it with its 4

nearest neighbors which will lead to a network with the mean degree equal to 8.

The choice of 4 neighbors follows Ref. [16] which can guarantee robust results

of the superfamily phenomenon. Thus, the number of nodes of the network

equals to N − τ · (de − 1) where N is the time series length.
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Figure 3.3: Bifurcation diagram illustrating the dependence of x component
of Rössler system on the parameter c.
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of the average path length L(N) on the length N
of the time series for the Rössler system in different dynamical regimes. Best
fitting models are L(N) = 0.085N0.96 and L(N) = 0.059N1.00 for the low-
order periodic Rössler system of period 2 and 3 respectively. In comparison,
best fitting models are L(N) = 0.48N0.67 and L(N) = 0.78N0.43 for the
chaotic Rössler system with c = 9 and c = 18 respectively.
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3.3.1 Global network characteristics

3.3.1.1 Average path length

To investigate the distinction between qualitatively different types of dy-

namics in more detail, we first study the average path length of the phase space

network as a function of the time series length. Figure 3.4 shows how the aver-

age path length of the phase space network changes with respect to the increasing

length of the time series. Note that for shorter time series, the average path length

can be affected by the choice of the initial point of the flow data, so the desired

results are taken as an average over several networks from different segments of

the same parameter. We find that the average path length L(N) scales with N

with different scaling exponents for low-order periodic and chaotic Rössler sys-

tems. The average path length L(N) increases linearly with time series lengths

N for low-order periodic time series with periods 2 and 3, but exponentially for

the two chaotic Rössler systems. For high-order periodic cases, we find transient

behavior when the size N is small because the corresponding time series can

be too short to cover enough information with respect to the periodicity. More-

over, the slopes for the average path length L(N) are larger than the two chaotic

Rössler cases but smaller than the low-order periodic cases due to the interactions

between two nearby orbits appearing in the phase space.

We also look into other global properties including the clustering coeffi-

cient and the degree distribution for Rössler systems of different dynamical type

(chaotic, noisy or periodic motion).

3.3.1.2 Clustering coefficient

The global clustering is closely related to motif ranking. Motif F , which

denotes a fully-connected subgraph of order 4 as shown in Fig. 3.1, indicates

strong mutual coupling between nodes, and hence we may expect that the clus-

tering coefficient for the periodic Rössler will be larger than the chaotic Rössler,
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Figure 3.5: Dependence of the global clustering coefficient C(N) on the
length N of the time series.

because motif F occurs more frequently in periodic phase space networks rather

than networks from chaotic data of the same Rössler system as mentioned in

Ref. [16]. From Fig. 3.5 we can see that the clustering coefficients are rather

stable with respect to an increasing N and converges to around 0.68 for the

low-order periodic regimes with periods of 2 or 3 as the network size increases.

Similar behavior can be found in the chaotic Rössler system with c = 18. The

clustering coefficients are also stable but converge to a lower value around 0.58.

In comparison, significant transient effect can be found in the remaining three

cases. The curve for the chaotic Rössler system with c = 9 first rises to the same

high level as in the low-order periodic cases for the N between 1000 and 2000.

Then, it decreases and finally converges to a low level similar to the chaotic case.

The curve for the Rössler system of period 6 goes up and down and finally ap-

proaches the same value as the low-order periodic cases. Although the value of

the clustering coefficient for the Rössler system of period 8 is closer to that of the

chaotic cases, we may infer that, as the size of the network increases, the curve

will finally converge to the low-order periodic values.
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Figure 3.6: (a) The degree distribution for the Rössler system of different
dynamical types. (b) Red line: The calculated periods according to different
values of parameter c. Blue line: The variance of degrees with respect to the
change of parameter c.

3.3.1.3 Degree distribution

Degree distribution itself measures the global network connectivity and can

therefore capture the global network topological properties inherited from the

time series. Figure 3.6(a) shows the average degree distributions for networks

of several realizations for different initial conditions associated with 104 points

of the Rössler system with different dynamics. We find that the average degree

distribution follows a quasi-symmetric bell-shape for networks from the Rössler

system in different dynamical regimes. The degree at which p(k) reaches its

maximum is 8, which is exactly the average degree of the network (i.e. mode
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and median are equal). The peak values of p(k) for networks generated from

periodic data are all above 0.3 and the variance of the degrees with bell-shaped

distribution are rather small, indicating that the networks are homogenous. In

contrast, for the chaotic Rössler system, p(k) is lower than 0.3 and the variance

of the degrees are larger.

We plot the variance of degrees in the phase space network as a function of

the bifurcation parameter c in Fig. 3.6(b) which shows a much clearer relation-

ship between the bifurcation diagram and the variance of degrees in the network.

We make use of 10 realizations from random initial points. For each of the 10

realizations, there are 104 points for every step of c. In Fig. 3.6(b) the red line

shows the period while the blue line displays the variance of degrees with re-

spect to the gradual changes of parameter c. To get the periods as a function of

the parameter c, we first detect the locations of maximum points at cycle scale.

If the difference of any two maximum points is larger than a given threshold, we

group them into different periodic orbits. Finally the number of orbits is con-

sidered as the period of the data. Due to the limit of numerical precision, if the

numerical number of periods exceeds a certain large value, then that is taken to

be an indicator of chaos. This simple numerical method reveals the bifurcation

scenario of the period-doubling route to chaos with the occurrence of several pe-

riodic windows in between, depicted by the red line. For comparison, we also

show the average variance of degrees of the corresponding networks. It is clear

that this variance is in general larger in the chaotic region. Note that when an

incommensurate sampling frequency is chosen, the associated recurrence-based

phase space network could become disconnected and be divided into several

components rather than a regular single network at some values of parameter c

in periodic region, inevitably leading to large variance in degree which appears

in even low-order periodic regions of the bifurcation diagram. Hence, we use a

moving average with window width 3 for consecutive values to smooth the curve

of the calculated values for variance of degrees in the blue line in Fig. 3.6(b).
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Figure 3.7: (a) Color coded representation of node degree on the attractor for
the chaotic Rössler system with c = 18. (b) Zoom-in area in the dashed box
of (a).

3.3.2 Local network characteristics

3.3.2.1 Local node degree

Rather than simply looking at the global properties of the network, we also

examine local node properties which we believe can provide more detailed infor-

mation which is otherwise buried in the average geometry of the attractor. The

first local property we study is the local node degree which is the number of

neighbors of a given node v in the network. The degree of a node for the tradi-

tional recurrence networks which are based on an appropriate choice ε reflects

exactly the local recurrence rate. When it comes to the phase space network,

we should recall that the average degrees are 8 due to the specific construction

methods we use to obtain the network. Thus the local degrees depend closely
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on density gradients of the phase space attractor. On the one hand, in the region

where the density of the phase space is homogenous the corresponding structures

of the network retain the homogeneity from the attractor and local degrees for

the nodes will be around 8. That is, every point in these regions is connected

to its 4 nearest neighbors and at the same time gains (on average) 4 extra links

from points which take it as a nearest neighbor. One the other hand, if points

are located in the regions of large gradient in the phase space density, some of

these points may gain more than 4 extra links besides their 4 nominal nearest

neighbors, resulting in the lack of neighbors for some other points in the same

region. These regions will have a heterogeneous degree distribution. Long peri-

odic signals follow a uniform distribution of low dimension while the trajectories

of chaotic signals tend to be trapped in the vicinity of the unstable periodic or-

bits (UPO) that lead to large gradients in the phase space density. One may refer

to color-coded representation of the node degree on the attractor for the chaotic

Rössler system with c = 18 in Figs. 3.7 (a) and (b) for details. Overall, we get

the heterogeneously distributed degrees in the attractor in Fig. 3.7(a). Typically,

there are UPOs in the chaotic attractor. The trajectory will approach a UPO

along its stable manifold, stay close to the UPO for several cycles and then be

ejected away until it is captured by the stable manifold of another UPO, leading

to density variation.

To provide a more quantitative analysis, we introduce the local heterogene-

ity for a specific part of phase space which is defined by the variance of degrees

of all points located within a ball of appropriate radius r in the phase space. By

zooming in on a particular region of the attractor showed in Fig. 3.7(b), we check

three orbits representing trajectories in different situations with local heterogene-

ity plotted in Fig. 3.8. Orbit 1 is in a low-density region while orbit 2 is located in

the region close to a dominant UPO with a high density in this chaotic attractor.

We observe a heterogeneous degree distribution in the nearby trajectory along

orbits 1 and 2, because both of the two orbits are located in regions with higher

gradient of attractor density. In comparison, we get a homogenous degree distri-
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bution in the region along orbit 3, which is located in the part of the attractor with

lower gradient in density. If the radius r is chosen too large, the ball will cover

a larger part of the attractor and local heterogeneity will be removed. Hence we

find that the three curves in Fig. 3.8 tend to converge to a fixed value as r in-

creases. Moreover, we can address the diverse variance of degrees in Fig. 3.6 for

different dynamical types. Since the attractor becomes more heterogeneous as

the dynamics changes from low-order periodic to high-order periodic and finally

chaotic, the values for the degree variance will be larger.
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Figure 3.8: Local heterogeneity in terms of degree variance for the three orbits.

3.3.2.2 Clustering coefficient of a specific node

The second property we study is the clustering coefficient of a specific node

which quantifies the relative density of connections between its neighbors and

thus measures the network at a relatively large scale compared to the local de-

gree. Figures 3.9(a) and (b) show color representations of the node clustering

coefficient on the attractor for the chaotic Rössler system with c = 18, from

which we observe the heterogeneously distributed local clustering coefficients.

One might expect a similar effect for ε-recurrence networks within a certain

range where a node in a dense region of the phase space will naturally have
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Figure 3.9: (a) Color coded representation of the node clustering coefficient
on the attractor for the chaotic Rössler system with c = 18. (b) Zoom-in area
in the dashed box of (a).

a larger clustering coefficient and vice versa. However, for recurrence-based

phase space network, shown here in Figs. 3.9(a) and (b), the values of the clus-

tering coefficient for some nodes located in the denser regions of the attractor

may be small. For example, clustering coefficients for the nodes located on the

nearby orbit next to orbit 2 are small, while the values for nodes located in the

boundary region of the attractor can be large. In a homogeneously filled region,

things become simpler and we can see points with relatively uniform and higher

clustering coefficients. However, when it comes to a region with large density

fluctuations, we have to consider the interactions between several orbits which

are close to each other. A strong connectivity between neighbors of the same

point can be obtained only if its neighbors tend to lie in different orbits, because

we have excluded links within the same orbit when constructing the phase space
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networks (That is, we explicitly exclude the possibility that two nodes may be

connected if the corresponding time series points have a temporal separation less

than half the system pseudo-period). We can conclude that the local clustering

coefficient contains the complexity of the interaction between orbits in the phase

space and can provide complementary information on the system.

Figure 3.10: (a) Color coded representation of the logarithm of node between-
ness centrality, log(bv+1), on the attractor for the chaotic Rössler system with
c = 18. (b) Zoom-in area in the dashed box of (a).

3.3.2.3 Betweenness centrality of a specific node

The third property we study is the betweenness centrality of a specific node

which quantifies the frequency with which shortest paths (between a randomly

chosen pair of nodes) pass through the node. Thus it is more complicated be-

cause it measures the network at an even larger scale compared to the clustering

coefficient and the local degree. What we are most interested in are the points
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with a large betweenness centrality which are of importance for many shortest

paths on the network. As shown in Fig. 3.10, the nodes with high betweenness

centrality may correspond to a region with low phase space density between such

regions because of an increasing number of shortest path between such regions.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Histogram for the logarithm of node betweenness centrality,
log(bv + 1). (b) Relationships between local degree, k and logarithm of be-
tweenness centrality, log(bv + 1). (c) Relationships between local clustering
coefficient, Cv and logarithm of betweenness centrality, log(bv + 1).

In Fig. 3.11, we show the relationship between various local network prop-

erties. In Fig. 3.11(a), the log-betweenness follows a bell-shaped distribution in

which most of the points have around 104-105 shortest paths passing through.

From Figs. 3.11(a) and (b) which shows the relationships of node betweenness

centrality with local degree and local clustering coefficient, points with low be-

tweenness (below 102) have relative low degree and high clustering coefficient.

In both relationships, however, we find a broad range of values of betweenness

for most of points with respect to a fixed value of either degree or clustering

coefficient.

As a consequence of the above observations, the complex network scheme

can be used as a multi-scale tool to describe properties contained in time series
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from global to local scales. Moreover, different local node properties contain

information on different aspects from the geometry of the attractor.

3.4 Effect of noise

We now extend the multiscale characterization of complex networks ob-

tained from time series to systems corrupted by noise. In general, noise can

increase the dimension of the dynamics while suppress the heterogeneity of the

locations points in the phase space. Moreover, we should stress here that the

influence of noise on network characterization is an important issue, especially

for analysis to the experimental data, and it hasn’t previously been done.

The first question here is: how will the noise affect the super-family phe-

nomenon shown in Ref. [16]? To look for the answer, we systematically calculate

the motif ranking for data from a different dynamical system corrupted by dif-

ferent levels of white Gaussian noise. The results are shown in Table 3.1. When

checking the first column in Table 3.1 which shows results for signals without

noise, we obtain the superfamily phenomenon which is consistent with the results

shown in Ref. [16]. We keep the embedded parameters the same as for signals

which are free of noise, because we want to investigate the effect of noise on

the network structure rather than that of the embedding parameters. Networks

from both continuous dynamics and map data exhibit superfamily phenomena

that we can identify as periodic, chaotic, hyperchaotic flow and maps by using

the phase space method. For example, motif ranks for networks from the peri-

odic Rössler system are ABCFDE. Some networks completely lack motif D

or E because the frequencies of the two are statistically insignificant for those

networks. Chaotic flows such as Chua, Lorenz and chaotic Rössler systems with

c = 18 exhibits the same motif rankings ABCDFE. The motif ranking for

Mackey-Glass flow is ADBCEF which is similar to periodic systems corrupted

by noise because the system is in a high-dimensional state. For map data, the
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three chaotic maps (Henon map, Ikeda map and logistic map) all have motif

ranks ABCFDE, while the hyperchaotic generalized Henon map and folded-

tower map data have the same subgraph ranks ABCDFE and hence belong to

one superfamily.

We find that the superfamilies become less distinct when we gradually in-

crease the amplitude of noise — once the noise becomes too strong, motif su-

perfamilies lose their discriminatory power, as expected. By applying an inter-

mediate amount of noise we can see the switch in the sequence of motifs which

shows the transitions from pure signals with no noise to signals with different

noise levels. The rank of nontransitive motifs of type D representing a subgraph

with 4 nodes and 3 edges which connect one node to the other three nodes is in-

creasing, indicating that the system is higher-dimensional, or the distribution of

nodes is more heterogeneous. By checking the last column in Table 3.1 we see

results for signals with very significant noise (0dB noise). Here we observe that

the networks are divided into two groups by motif ranks: all the flow data have

motif ranks ADBCEF , while all the map data have motif ranks ABDCEF .

Of course, for more moderate levels of noise, the power of the motif superfamily

classification to correctly distinguish different dynamics improves. Finally, we

observe the possibly surprising result that adding a higher level of noise actu-

ally helps to distinguish between maps and flows. Although this distinction is

artificial (all the data we consider are by definition discretely sampled), it is, ef-

fectively a measure of the relative sampling rate. Systems with smooth dynamics

and discontinuous dynamical systems become easy to distinguish when details

of dynamical types are obscured by noise.

We also examine the impact of noise on the standard measurements of the

network including degree distribution, average path length and clustering coeffi-

cient. For the global degree distribution that we have discussed above, we infer

from the network construction methods that the average degrees remain 8. In the

presence of noise as shown in Fig. 3.13, however, the bell shape degree distribu-

tion loses its symmetry and becomes a skew distribution with mode 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.12: Phase space networks for Chaotic Rössler time series with c = 18
that are corrupted by noise of different levels: (a) no noise, (b) 30dB white
Gaussian noise, (c) 20dB white Gaussian noise, (d) 10dB white Gaussian
noise, (e) 0dB white Gaussian noise. On the right panel, We show the cor-
responding phase space attractors.

In Fig. 3.14, we show how the average path length changes the network

size for a particular realization in the presence of noise of different levels. The

scaling behavior for the average path length has been shown in the previous

section. In comparison, for a particular run, only when the length of the signal

is long enough it can contain sufficient phase space information, for example
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Figure 3.13: Degree distribution for the chaotic Rössler system with additive
noise of different levels from no noise to 0dB white Gaussian noise with (a)
c = 6 and (b) c = 18.

enough UPOs, to characterize chaos. Hence the average path length is larger

than the expected scaling value for networks from signals with length smaller

than 7000. This does not affect the result, however, as we only try to explore

the impact of noise. In the presence of a small amount of noise, the average

path length decreases a little. When we increase the noise level, we still see

the scaling increasing curve, but the average path; length becomes much smaller

than the original one.

Figure 3.15 shows the clustering coefficient distribution for the same set of

data with different noise levels. The phase space network exhibits a large clus-
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Figure 3.14: Average path length for the chaotic Rössler system with c = 18
contaminated by different noise levels.

tering coefficient for the chaotic Rössler system in the absence of noise. We find

the bell shape distribution for clustering coefficients with the maximum values

around 0.5. Adding noise results in the left to right shift in the distribution which

means the noise tends to destroy the clustering structures in the network.

In the above discussion, we examined the noise impact on the network

properties from a global view. The existence of multiscale descriptions given

by network theory provides us with more detailed information by measuring the

local node properties. In the next section we will demonstrate that this method

can also be usefully applied to experimental time series data. In this case the

experimental data comes from a “toy” physical experiment. Nonetheless, the

methods could also be applied to any system of particular interest.

3.5 Analysis of time series from clarinet data

As a real-world example, we apply the network method to experimental

data of sustained tones voiced on a standard B♭ clarinet over most of the dynamic

range of the instrument — from E3 to F6 in standard scientific tonal notation.

A similar application was initially described in Ref. [17]. The clarinet tones
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Figure 3.15: Clustering coefficient distribution for the chaotic Rössler sys-
tem with c = 18 by adding noise of different levels: (a) no noise, (b) 30dB
white Gaussian noise, (c) 20dB white Gaussian noise, (d) 10dB white Gaus-
sian noise, (e) 0dB white Gaussian noise.

are produced by self-sustained oscillations coupling with nonlinear interactions

between the flow and the mechanical response of the reed. By making use of

the same complex network method for several sets of time series data from the

clarinet, the preliminary result which has been reached is that as the data belongs

to superfamilies which are most similar to chaotic or hyperchaotic dynamics, the

pure sustained clarinet tones could be characteristically aperiodic, and consistent

with chaotic or hyperchaotic dynamics. However, the dynamics in the clarinet

tones which we observed could be affected by either the performer’s skills or the

quality of the clarinet [17].

To extend the same analyse method on clarinet tones, we make use of an-

other set of clarinet data from the stationary period of the 23 distinct notes where

individually recorded at a sampling frequency of 44.1kHz. After being smoothed
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by an appropriate window width, each data was down-sampled to a level with ap-

proximately 25 samples per cycle so that it covers more or less the same number

of orbits in the phase space. The time delay was chosen to be the first minimum

of mutual information (typically between 2 and 8) and the embedding dimension

was 10 which we have checked is sufficiently larger than the correlation dimen-

sions of all the data (between 1 and 3). By linking each node with its 4 nearest

neighbors, the phase space networks have been constructed from the embedded

time series.

Table 3.2: Motif ranking for experimental data of sustained tones voiced on a standard
B♭ clarinet

Notes Motif ranking Mean Bc Mean CC Average Path Diameter

E3 ABDCEF 4.070686e+005 0.39315 41.7109 86
F3 ABDCEF 4.647970e+005 0.35716 47.4843 96
G3 ADBCEF 3.598008e+005 0.31339 36.9837 75
A3 ABDCEF 7.344845e+005 0.39794 74.0342 154
B3 ABDCEF 1.006649e+008 0.37172 71.5472 144
C4 ABDCEF 1.337342e+019 0.46234 83.5449 169
D4 ABDCEF 5.555720e+005 0.40947 56.5618 113
E4 ABDCEF 4.973566e+015 0.39809 98.4771 200
F4 ABDCFE 4.994924e+008 0.41626 61.9913 125
G4 ABDCEF 4.866596e+007 0.37867 74.1277 150
A4 ABDCEF 6.691653e+005 0.37456 65.0096 131
B4 ABDCEF 6.273676e+016 0.41829 95.0875 192
C5 ABDCEF 6.491825e+005 0.32339 65.0732 132
D5 ABDCEF 5.083065e+019 0.40712 119.3084 240
E5 ABDCEF 5.779329e+005 0.38586 58.7792 119
F5 ABDCFE 7.343508e+012 0.44612 79.1254 160
G5 ABDCFE 1.531236e+007 0.4283 57.275 114
A5 ABDCFE 2.127506e+007 0.4472 67.9874 137
B5 ABDCEF 1.074712e+006 0.3806 86.8553 175
C6 ABCDFE 1.394829e+030 0.56559 100.6292 205
D6 ABDCEF 2.350170e+020 0.41137 94.4897 191
E6 ABDCFE 1.877442e+019 0.50417 107.3988 217
F6 ABDCEF 1.663571e+013 0.31788 114.8136 232

A single motif ranking, ABDCEF dominates. In all but two cases, ABCDFE
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or ABDCEF is the appropriate motif ranking. The two exceptions are C6 and

G3. The note C6 corresponds to one at the very top of the range of the sec-

ond register (the so-called clarion register) and is obtained with the very shortest

possible air column length, and the fundamental harmonic removed. This note

therefore represents an extremity of the range of the instrument. Of course higher

notes are possible (into the altissimo register), however, these are produced with

much less regular fingering patterns and require tighter control of the reed by the

musician — to ensure that the lower harmonics are correctly removed. As far

as we know, the note G3 is not peculiar — it is one of the lowest notes of the

bottom (chalumeau register), but not the lowest. The predominant motif ranking

which we observe corresponds to that for chaotic and periodic flows with moder-

ate noise. The large path length and diameter are consistent with periodic flows

exhibiting small to moderate noise. The moderate clustering coefficient and large

betweenness are similarly consistent with a large degree of spatial heterogeneity

in the underlying attractor. In fact, more local information is contained in the

local scale rather than the average betweenness properties.

While we have not been able to provide a definitive answer to the question

of whether clarinet tones are “chaotic”, the evidence we have obtained is cer-

tainly not inconsistent with that proposition. Of course, the issue of whether the

intonation could be generated by a noisy periodic orbit remains unaddressed. To

resolve this we will need to resort to surrogate data methods [69–71]. Nonethe-

less, it is encouraging that consistent results have been obtained across the full

spectrum of experimental data.

3.6 Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide a more thorough investi-

gation of the characteristic properties of complex networks obtained from times

series, specifically using the phase space method of Xu et al. [16] and it thereby
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set up the remainder of the thesis. To do so we have not only provided a more

detailed exploration of the effect of noise contamination on the motif superfam-

ily methods, but we have also extended the analysis of corresponding networks

to include micro- and meso- scale properties as well as the usual global sum-

mary statistics. This approach has provided new insights as we have been able

to connect dynamical properties of the underlying system to variations in com-

plex network properties of individual nodes. In particular, average path length,

global clustering coefficient and degree distribution defined at the global network

scale can be used to distinguish systems of different dynamical types. Local de-

gree, clustering coefficients and betweenness centrality contain information on

the spatial filling of the phase space and are close to invariant objects such as

UPOs. The specific node properties can provide more detailed information about

the local attractor geometry in the phase space. We examined the noise impact

to network characterizations for time series and found an interesting result that

noise helps emphasize the structural distinction between continuous and discrete

systems.

We demonstrated that the method can also be usefully applied to real ex-

perimental data without being overwhelmed by the effect of noise. In this case,

the natural, but still rather obvious conclusion is that clarinet sound production

is consistent with either pseudoperiodic chaos or a noise contaminated periodic

orbit. Nonetheless, this is a useful conclusion as methods exist to distinguish

between these two cases, and the application of such methods with the measures

described here as test statistics would be straightforward [69–71].



Chapter 4

Network motifs and time series topolo-

gies

In this chapter, among a variety of network measurements that we have

investigated previously, we mainly focus on the network motifs for extending

the network characterizations for the time series, especially for the phase space

topologies of the time series. The work in this chapter has been submitted to

publication and is available from arXiv [52].

4.1 Introduction

As we have mentioned in the previous chapters, networks are considered to

be abstract models which simply focus on elements within complex systems and

the interactions among them. Yet, structurally they could be very complex. To

understand the topological structure of a complex network is important because

it usually holds the key to the secret of how a complex system functions. Specifi-

cally, for network representatives from time series, the information of time series

is mapped into network structures and the key question becomes what kind of in-

formation of the time series is contained in the corresponding networks and how

57
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it manifests within the networks. The answer differs depending on the what kind

of construction methods we use to transform time series into networks and hence

we need to develop proper network construction methods so that the networks

can best preserve information of the time series. After a proper transformation,

the investigation to the characteristics of time series can be performed thanks

to the rapid development of complex network theory, and, in return, networks

descriptions provide new perspectives to time series.

In the previous chapter, we have provided detailed characterizations of

recurrence-based phase space networks constructed from time series, especially

on the k-nearest neighbor phase space networks [16]. The network characteriza-

tions that have been discussed cover not only the global summary statistics like

the average path length, clustering coefficient and degree distribution, but also

measurements of a specific node such as its node degree, local clustering coef-

ficient and betweenness centrality. From the complex networks’ point of view,

these network characterizations explain network structures at different scales,

no matter if it refers to global statistics or the local node properties, and hence

provide profound information about the original time series. In particular, more

detailed micro- and meso- scale structural features around a specific node are

contained in the local node properties which can provide more detailed informa-

tion of the phase space attractor that is otherwise buried in the average geometry

of the attractor. Also in the previous chapter, we have examined the effect of

noise to the so-called superfamily phenomenon suggested by Xu et al. [16] by

means of calculating the ranking of motif frequencies of the networks that are

constructed from real-world data. Regarding the motif ranking, it is a global

statistics and we believe that the local motif information, which refers to the

numbers of different types of subgraphs which a given node v belongs to in the

network, can provide more detailed information of the local phase space.

In this chapter, we will continue focussing on the concepts of network mo-

tifs, especially the local motifs, aiming to link the motifs with the topologies of

time series. Studying the occurrence frequencies of the motif patterns can help to
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understand how they reflect the local temporal structure of a phase space of the

time series and thus explain the emergence of the so-called “superfamily” phe-

nomenon. The novel contribution of this chapter include: (1) the development of

new algorithms for motif characterization of complex networks, (2) a deeper ex-

ploration of motif frequency and the connection to state-space (i.e. what features

in state-space lead to which motifs), (3) improvements to network construction

algorithm that allow for better representation of state space features in the net-

work.

The reminder of this chapter proceeds as follows: we introduce a method

for motif detection, followed by the modified methodologies for the construction

of k nearest neighbor phase space network which are more suitable for motif

calculation. Next, we provide analysis obtained by applying motif detection

methods and network constraction methods to numerical simulations.

4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Tools for motif detection

Network motifs, defined as basic building elements in terms of small con-

nected subgraphs in a network which occur in a particularly higher frequen-

cies compared which those which would be expected in a randomized network

[53], have recently attract much research interest. When building complex net-

work models using specific structural design principles, some types of subgraphs

would occur with a higher frequencies than in random networks and hence net-

work motifs give insights beyond the trivial scale of just individual node and

links. Therefore the analysis of motifs can lead to meaningful results for ex-

plaining the mechanism of how a complex network takes shape and how the

original system functions. There have been many interesting results obtained

by adopting network motif analysis. Examples can be found in a variety kinds

of real world networks, including electronic circuits and power distribution net-
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works, ecological networks, software engineering diagrams, World Wide Web,

biological networks and social networks [53, 72, 73]. Also, there are more re-

lated works done by analysis of motifs in networks that are constructed from

time series [16, 74–76].

There are many tools that are designed to find motifs in complex networks,

publically available implementers include Kavosh, Mfinder, MAVisto, Pajek and

FANMOD [77–81]. Detecting network motifs usually can be divided into three

computationally challenging subtasks:

1. Enumeration Look for all subgraphs of a given size in the network.

2. Classification Classify and group subgraphs which are isomorphic accord-

ingly.

3. Random graph generation Determine the significance of the subgraphs

by comparing with random network.

Regarding the first subtask — to identify all the subgraphs in the network —

we choose the Kavosh algorithm [77] in this work for its efficiency in subgraph

enumeration which requests less CPU time, less memory usage, and capability

to deal with motif of a larger size. The enumeration of subgraph of size s of

Kavosh algorithm starts with building trees of depth m and size of s rooted at

a particular node of the network. To descend the tree, a child node is eligible

to be chosen only if it does not in any upper level of the tree (i.e. it has not

yet been visited). The selected nodes are marked as visited and again the tree is

descended. Once the tree has reached to the lowest possible level, it is ascended

and the nodes located in previous lower paths will be treated as unvisited. The

number of children si to be chosen in level i is determined by all the possible

composition operation of s−1 with s2+s3+ . . .+sm = s−1. Take s = 4 as an

example, all the possible compositions include (1,1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (3). Hence

we get all the possible types of trees for order 4 as show in Fig 4.1.

Regarding the second subtask that is to identify graph isomorphism, a power
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Figure 4.1: Four types of trees regarding all the four possible compositions of
s− 1 = 3.

algorithm called NAUTY [82] has been adopted in most of the motif determina-

tion tools. After all the possible trees rooted at a specific node with k − 1 de-

scendants are extracted, all the subgraphs which include that node are obtained.

These subgraph will be given a unique identifier called canonical labeling when

using the so called NAUTY algorithm. The labeling is from a string by flattening

the adjacent matrix. The canonical labeling is defined as the smallest (or largest)

string among those from flattening all matrices generated by permutating rows

and lines of the adjacency matrix, as a graph remains the same if the ordering of

nodes are switched. Subgraphs with the same canonical label are in the an iso-

morphism class and hence belong to a some particular motif type. We can obtain

the local motif information of the root node, to be more precise, the number of

different motif types corresponding to the root node which provides proud local

information of that node. Besides, if one aims to know the global motif ranking

information of the complex network, the present root node is removed from the

network and we select another node in the network as a new root node and repeat

the same procedure until all the subgraphs in the network are found.

We should note here no matter what kind of motif determination tools are

used, the second subtask is usually very time consuming when the size of motif

goes large, limiting the implement of motif determination tools for large size of

motif detection.

For reference, the shape of all the undirected subgraphs of order 3, 4 and 5

with their canonical labels are shown in Figs. 4.2-4.4. Ref. [16] considers only

motifs up to order 4 due to the heavy computational cost for calculating higher
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order of motifs. By using Kavosh algorithm, it is possible to look into motifs of

a higher order in a network — at least for some particular nodes of the network

that we are interested in.

ID 78 ID 238

Figure 4.2: Motif dictionary of all the undirected subgraphs of order 3 with
their canonical labels.

ID 4382 ID 4698 ID 4958 ID 13260 ID 13278 ID 31710

Figure 4.3: Motif dictionary of all the undirected subgraphs of order 4 with
their canonical labels.

4.2.2 Network construction

The implementation of k-nearest neighbor phase space network construc-

tion for time series follows the method used in Ref. [16] and summarized in

Ref. [17].

We further refine the original algorithm of Xu (which has already been

described in details in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1) by introducing a tiebreaker for

those eligible neighbors which are the same distance apart from a given node

when building the index matrix I . Such a situation could happen when the points

in phase space are distributed uniformly, e.g., reconstructed from a periodic data

set, leading to some ambiguity in building networks. To avoid the ambiguity,

for a given node, we start from its successors by assuming that a point which

“follows” the given node and at the same time temporally closer should have a

higher priority among those neighbors. For example, let xi, xj , xm, xn, xp, xq be
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ID 1082430 ID 1083578 ID 1084606 ID 1117588

ID 1117622 ID 1150364 ID 1150398 ID 1255858

ID 1256886 ID 1289662 ID 3248028 ID 3248062

ID 3319358 ID 3320472 ID 3320506 ID 3321534

ID 3387292 ID 3387326 ID 7595838 ID 7598014

ID 16510910

Figure 4.4: Motif dictionary of all the undirected subgraphs of order 5 with
their canonical labels.

six potential neighbors of node xo (which means they are not on the same orbit

as xo with temporal relationship of ti < tj < tm < tn < to < tp < tq and

with the pairwise distance relationship of doi < dom = don = dop = doq < doj

to node xo. The priority in eligible neighbors ranking should be i, p, q, m, n, j.

Furthermore, we adopt periodic boundary conditions as a compensation for those

points who locate temporally behind. This improvement seems apparently minor

but it ensures that networks constructed from periodic data sets could be regular

in topology and exhibit uniformly distributed network properties, as expected

(see Fig. 4.5 as an example), and thus further ensures that the occurrence of
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motifs can represent typical dynamics of the data.

Figure 4.5: Typical network structures which are commonly found in networks
from the simplest data sets of constant values (k = 4). Each node is connected
to its 2k nearest neighbors, namely to the k nearest neighbors clockwise and
counter-clockwise respectively.

In the remainder of the chapter, we use the Kovash algorithm to look for

subgraphs of a given size in a network and label them by classifying each of

them into different motif types by applying the NAUTY algorithm. Note that as

the network construction methods already guarantee that the k-nearest neighbor

phase space networks are of a same size and with a same edge density, we do

not have to perform random network generation to compare the subgraphs fre-

quencies with random networks since we focus only on the difference among

networks constructed from time series of different dynamical properties.

As a case study, we apply Kavosh algorithm to regular infinite networks

that can be obtained from data sets of constant values. Every node in a regular

network has a same property. Hence we can obtain the absolute number of motifs

of different types for every node and that can be a standard when making com-

parison among networks from different dynamics. The orders of subgraphs s we

investigate range from 3 to 5, as listed in Tables 4.1-4.3. In each of the table,

we set k as 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 in each column respectively and the total number of

subgraphs are listed in the last row. It is easy to find that the total number of sub-

graphs of a node can be expressed as s · ks−1. The frequencies of subgraphs (no

matter the frequencies of individual type of subgraphs or the total frequencies of

subgraphs) of the whole networks are proportional to that of a single node and
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the number of nodes of the network.

Table 4.1: Subgraph frequencies of order s = 3 for a node in a regular network with 2k
neighbors.

Motif ID k = 5 4 3 2 1
78 45 30 18 9 3

238 30 18 9 3 0
Total frequencies 75 48 27 12 3

Table 4.2: Subgraph frequencies of order s = 4 for a node in a regular network with 2k
neighbors.

Motif ID Type k = 5 4 3 2 1
4698 A 220 120 56 20 4
4958 B 160 80 32 8 0

13278 C 80 40 16 4 0
4382 D 0 0 0 0 0

13260 E 0 0 0 0 0
31710 F 40 16 4 0 0

Total frequencies 500 256 108 32 4

Table 4.3: Subgraph frequencies of order s = 3 for a node in a regular network with 2k
neighbors.

Motif ID k = 5 4 3 2 1
1117588 950 425 155 40 5
1117622 175 75 25 5 0
1255858 850 350 110 20 0
1256886 500 200 60 10 0
1289662 150 50 10 0 0
3319358 75 25 5 0 0
3321534 175 75 25 5 0
3387326 150 50 10 0 0
7598014 75 25 5 0 0

16510910 25 5 0 0 0
Total frequencies 3125 1280 405 80 5
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4.3 Applications to data from dynamical models

After introducing the motif detection methods and network construction

methods, in this section we apply them to data from the logistic map and the

Rössler system which are taken as benchmark examples of map data and flow

data.

4.3.1 Logistic map

Logistic map is one of the simplest maps, exhibiting complicated dynamics

and forming the foundation of a universality class. It is expressed as

xi+1 = λxi(1− xi) (4.1)

in which λ is the control parameter. We have 0 ≤ λ ≤ 4 and x ∈ [0, 1].

Figure 4.6: Bifurcation diagram, x versus the control parameter λ.

The bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig. 4.6.

When λ varies between 0 and 4, different types of dynamics are encoun-
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tered in a complicated and intermingled way after the system getting rid of a

transient period, as

• With λ between 0 and 3, x will approach a fixed value
λ− 1

λ
.

• With λ between 3 and λ∞ (λ∞ ≃ 3.5699456), x will approach oscillations

of 2i period limits cycles with i = 1, 2, 3... as λ increases accordingly.

Such behavior is also called period-doubling bifurcation.

• At λ∞ the period-doubling cascade columnates with the onset of chaos.

With λ between 0 and 4, most values of λ led to chaotic behavior but there

are also period oscillation for some values of λ. At λ = 4, there is one

chaotic band for x ranging from 0 to 1. As λ decreases starting from 4,

we can find the number of chaotic bands doubling at some values of λ.

Conversely, as λ increases, the number of chaotic bands halving and such

behavior is called period-halving cascade of chaotic bands.

Table 4.4: The values of λ2i for the onset of 2i period limits cycles and λ(2i) for the
onset of period-halving of 2i−1 chaotic bands

i cycles(2i)/bands(2i−1) λ Description
3 8 3.544090359 4 → 8
4 16 3.564407266 8 → 16
5 32 3.56875942 16 → 32
6 64 3.56969161 32 → 64
7 128 3.569891259 64 → 128
8 256 3.569934019 128 → 256
∞ Accumulation point 3.569945672 The onset the chaotic region
6 32 3.56999339 64 → 32
5 16 3.570168472 32 → 16
4 8 3.57098594 16 → 8
3 4 3.574804939 8 → 4
2 2 3.592572184 4 → 2
1 1 3.678573501 2 → 1

We make use of data sets with different λ to obtain phase space network

of size n = 10000. We embed each of the data sets into a phase space with
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the time delay τ = 1 and the embedding dimension de = 5. Each point in the

phase space are considered as a node of the network. (Note that the size of the

networks n = N − τ · (de − 1) are different from the data size N , due to the

embedding procedure. This does not affect the main results since τ · (de − 1)

id usually far less than N .) By making use of the mutual proximity of points in

the phase space, we assign each point with k = 4 nearest neighbors to get the

phase space network following the modified methods that has been introduced

in the previous section. We would like to see how the phase space network

can capture the system’s changing behavior so we start with the critical points

for the system’s behavior transitions of both period doubling and chaotic bands

period-halving as shown in Table 4.4. Figure 4.7 shows the motif frequencies

in both linear and logarithm scale for each data set. The x axis of the figure

indicates that the increase in the values of λ leads to corresponding changes in

the system’s dynamics accordingly. Hence, the first half of Figs. 4.7 from 4 → 8

to chaos shows the results for period-doubling bifurcation, while the second half

of the figure, that is from chaos to 2 → 1, shows the result for period-halving of

chaotic bands.

To begin with, it is clear that the motif frequencies of A, B, C, D, E and

F for the onset of 4 to 8 period doubling are proportional to that of a single node

in the regular network (see the k = 4 case in Table. 4.2, i.e., 120, 80, 40, 0,

0, 16). As the number of period increasing, we observe the decreasing trend in

motifs A and B, the slightly increasing trend in C and F as well as none of type

D or E. This can be explained by the topologies of the corresponding network

in which the network is separated into an increasing number of components of

almost equal size because of period doubling and, at the same time, each compo-

nent contains less nodes connected together. Hence, the motif frequencies differ

more from regular networks of infinite length as period increases. We can infer

that if we increase the length of the data, the proportion of the frequencies of

each kind of motifs will tend to that from regular networks of infinite length for

k = 4 case, as shown in Table. 4.2. At the onset of the chaos region, we can even
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observe the motif ranking switching between C and F , as well as the emergence

of motif of type D and E. The motif frequencies for critical points of period-

halving of chaotic bands are almost the same. All the cases of period-halving

of chaotic bands belong to a same superfamily, i.e. ABCFDE. Regarding the

absolute values, we found decreases in motifs A and C, as well as increases in

motifs B, D, E, and F , compared with that during the periodic doubling cascade

respectively. As we could expect, the decrease in frequencies of motifs D and

E implies that the attractors become more heterogeneous. Conversely, for motif

F , which would be expected to be more prevalent when more points are evenly

distributed in low dimensional attractors, occurs more often for points in chaotic

attractors compared with periodic attractors. The reason for this change could

be that, in period-halving of chaotic bands cases, the networks are divided into

components in uneven sizes with heterogenous connections. It is most possible

that the existence of small but densely connected components or clusters in the

networks leads to the increase in motif F comparing to regular networks, as well

as the decrease of the most dominated motif of type A. Note that when build-

ing k-nearest neighbor phase space network for flow data, if an incommensurate

sampling frequency is chosen, the network could also be divided into uncon-

nected components, as we have mentioned in 3.2, leading to unexpect values in

network measurements for some realizations.

We apply the motif analysis to the full bifurcation picture with λ ranging

from 3 to 4 with a step size equals to 0.001, as shown in Fig. 4.8. In all the

cases, the dominated motifs are A, B, C and F . Just a few motifs of type D

and E as the system enters the chaotic zone, implying the attractors of chaotic

data become more heterogeneous. Several periodic windows can be found as the

system enters the chaotic zone in which the motif frequencies are very similar to

that in regular networks.

As a comparison, we plot the frequencies of motif A and the numerical

period detected from the data sets in the same graph, as shown in Fig. 4.9. A

large period could be an indicator for chaos, due to the precision limitation in
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Figure 4.7: (a) Motif frequencies for both period-doubling route to chaos and
period-halving of chaotic bands. (b) The same plot in logarithm scale.

these in numerical calculations. We can conclude from the figure that motifs can

be used to distiguish networks from logistic map of different dynamical regimes.

4.3.2 Rössler system

Rather than the map data, we also apply the motif analysis to the Rössler

system — a typical continuous dynamical system exhibits period doubling route
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Figure 4.8: (a) Motif frequencies from the data sets numerically when tuning
the control parameter λ. Step size is set to be 0.001 here. (b) The same plot in
logarithm scale.

to chaos. The data sets that we investigate are from the x component of the

Rössler system by solving x′ = −(y + z), y′ = x + ay, z′ = b + (x − c)z with

a = 0.1, b = 0.1 and a tunable c, together with a fixed sampling rate of h = 0.1,

which are the same as we use in Sec. 3.3.1. The embedded parameters are set

as de = 10 and τ = 10. We assign each points with k = 4 nearest neighbors
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Figure 4.9: A comparison between frequencies of motif A and numerical
period detected from the data sets when tuning the control parameter λ. Step
size is set to be 0.001 here.

to get the phase space networks with 10000 nodes, following the modified Xu’s

methods. Low-period periodic, high-period periodic and chaotic data can be

obtained by tuning c accordingly as shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Rössler system with different c.

c Description
P2 c = 6 Period=2
P3 c = 12 Period=3
P4 c = 8.5 Period=4
P6 c = 12.6 Period=6
P8 c = 8.7 Period=8
C1 c = 9 Chaotic
C2 c = 18 Chaotic

We measure the motif frequencies for networks from each c, as shown in

Fig. 4.10. As we expect, motif D is increased while Motif F is decreased as the

system goes from low periodic (P2, P3, P4) to high periodic (P6, P8) and finally

to chaos (C1, C2), resulting in the switching of superfamilies from ABCFDE

to ABCDFE. The absolute motifs frequencies for P2, P3 and P4 are very close
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to those obtained from periodic logistic map in Section 4.3.1. From periodic to

chaotic, we find the increase in motifs of B, D, E and the decrease in motif C,

which are in agreement with what happens in the logistic map. On the contrary,

motif A will be more common while motif F will be less common during the

transition from low period to chaos, compared with the logistic map. That is

because for flow data, usually there is only one network component. Hence,

motif frequencies will not be affected by the size of each network component.

In this way, motif F will be more common in periodic flow (in which the points

are evenly distributed) and correspondingly less common in transitive dynamics

(for the distribution of points are non-uniform and thus possesses less mutual

coupling).

The switching of motif ranks between D and F when the system transits

from periodic to chaos relates strongly with the fine scale state recurrence mech-

anism. A more careful examination of local motifs will provide more details

on how the structure of phase space network codes the subtle changing charac-

teristics concerning the chaotic phase space attractor. The data we use is from

the chaotic Rössler system with a = 0.2, b = 0.2, c = 5.7 and sampling rate

h = 0.1, which starts with an UPO-3 orbit (unstable periodic orbit of order 3)

and oscillates with cycle length of around 60 points. The trajectory stays in the

vicinity of the UPO-3 for at least 800 points before it is ejected away of the

UPO-3. The embedded parameters are selected as de = 10 and τ = 10 to build

the k = 4 nearest neighbors phase space network of size 10000. Figures 4.11(a)

and (b) show the local motif frequencies of order 3 and 4 measured from each

data point accordingly. By measuring the local motifs of each network nodes,

the data is decomposed into sets of series denoted by motif IDs, 2 for order 3

and 6 for order 4, respectively. We can infer that the distributions of motifs is

highly heterogenous along different orbits, compared with the homogeneity in

regular network from a constant data set. The relative proportion of each motif

type changes along the trajectories as well.

What we are most interested in are the ratios between the less-connected
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Figure 4.10: (a) Motif frequencies for periodic and chaotic flow data from
Rössler system. (b) The same plot in logarithm scale.

motif and the most-connected ones which plays the most important role in dis-

tinguishing signals of different dynamics into different “superfamily” groups.

Regarding the motifs of order 3, the less-connected type of motifs is labeled

as ID78 while the most connected ones are ID238. For motif of order 4, what

we are most interested are the less-connected motifs: motif D rather than the

dominated motif A, while the most-connected one is motif F . In Fig. 4.12, we

plot the ratios for motif of order 3 and 4, together with the local degrees and
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Figure 4.11: (a) The x component of chaotic Rössler system; (b) Local motif
frequencies of order 3; (c) Local motif frequencies of order 4.

local clustering coefficients for comparison. The starting of the trajectories lies

along an UPO-3 in which we find low flat values in motif ratio, denoting that

the points are densely but homogenously lie along UPO-3. We find peaks as the

trajectory is ejected away from UPO-3, leading to the non-uniformnity in points

distribution and hence less-connected motifs are more likely to appear while the

fully-connected motifs are less likely to emerge.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have explored the prevalence of different motif super-

families as chaotic dynamical systems (both flow and map) undergo a period

doubling cascade. We find that with the logistic map, the frequencies of motifs

changes accordingly towards different dynamics, mainly because the networks

are broken into small components according to different data sets and the size

effects in network components affect the motif frequencies of different dynam-

ics. For Rössler flow data, usually, there is only one network components, hence

rather than the size of network but the network topologies that codes in the ex-
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Figure 4.12: (a) The local degrees kv; (b) The local clustering coefficients Cv;
(c)The ratio in frequencies between two types of motifs of order 3, i.e. ID78
and ID238. (d) The ratio in frequencies between motifs D and F .

istence of the UPOs in the phase space attractor and exhibit different the local

motif information along different trajectories. This work provides a significance

extension of the techniques introduced by Xu and colleagues [16]. Whereas Xu

examined motif superfamily phenomena for motifs of size 4, we have refined

the computational techniques that are able to examine motifs of other orders,

while local phase space information at a large scale is needed. Moreover, we

have introduced a new network construction refinement that allows for pseudo-

periodic and periodic signals to be correctly represented in the network domain.

This refinement — together with the more efficient computational techniques

— allows us to fully explore the evolving period doubling cascade and onset

of chaos. Finally, by exploring this well studied dynamical transition we have

also been able to better understand the mechanisms underlying the prevalence

of different network motifs. Hence, for the first time, we provide a description

of why certain motifs are more representative of different dynamical regimes —

thereby providing a theoretical justification for the empirical observations of Xu

et al [16].



Chapter 5

Further discussions on the recurrence-

based complex network represen-

tations for time series

In this chapter, a more detailed study of the mechanism behind recurrence-

based complex network representations for time series will be given — including

a review of parameter selection for recurrence based network based time series

analysis, followed by comparisons between two different kinds of recurrence-

based network methods for time series.

5.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, we have already investigated the network based time

series analysis, essentially on the recurrence based phase space networks that are

constructed by adaptively connected each node with its k nearest neighbors. In

Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1, we study the scaling of some global network measure-

ments with respect to increasing network size. Expect for that, the networks we

build are either from data sets with 10000 points (in Chapter 3) or with 10000

77
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nodes (in Chapter 4). As the size of networks are all most the same, it is pos-

sible to provide feasible results of the quantitative comparison of the network

measurements for data sets from different dynamical systems and of different

dynamics, especially the frequencies of motifs. We use k = 4 in most of the

networks following the work of Xu et al. [16] to further explore new insights

to networks which exhibit superfamily phenomena. Nevertheless, we note that

equivalent result have been obtained for other small integer of k ≥ 2 We apply

the methods to toy models including map data and flow data of different dynam-

ics in the absence of noise, to data of different dynamical systems with different

noise levels and also to real world experimental data. In particular, when study-

ing the effect of noise, the direct observations in Fig. 3.12 shows how the noise

influence the network structures, leading to less discrimination in the power of

motif superfamilies as the amplitude of noise is increased gradually. Hence, we

need to be more careful in studying the motif ranks of networks from experimen-

tal data which always contain noise of some amplitude.

In the studies of transforming time series into network representations, an-

other popular method which also make use of local phase space properties is the

ε-recurrence network. This method links local properties of the network directly

to the density of the phase space. In building the ε-recurrence network, as the

network is density dependent, choosing an appropriate threshold for ε is impor-

tant. It has been suggested that in general ε should be used such that the edge

density ρ . 0.05 [42]. Low ε is preferred because if the network is too dense, it

is unable to capture relevant fine scale phase space structures as it will contain a

large number of less relevant edges. However, if the ε is chosen too small, the gi-

ant component of the network will be divided into small disconnect components.

It is, therefore usual to choose ε at the threshold where upon a giant component

emerges. Heuristic interpretations of network measurements on the geometric

properties has been proposed in Ref. [17, 83]

As both of the network methods mentioned above are based on phase space

recurrence, it is interesting to compare the two methods to see to what extent the
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recurrence information are preserved differently in the two kinds of networks.

In this chapter we embark on a detailed comparison of these two approaches to

network construction — no such study has previously been undertaken.

5.2 Network construction

To begin with, we consider constructing the networks of the same size and

almost the same number of edges from a same data set for comparison. Treated

as free parameters, k in the fixed nearest neighbor network and ρ (the fraction of

links in the network) in the ε-recurrence network has a relationship as

ρ =
2k

n− 1
(5.1)

where n is the size of the network. As ρ . 0.05 is suggested [42], if we would

like to build k-nearest neighbor network of a same edges as ε-recurrence net-

work, the upper range for k should be k v 250 for networks with 10000 and

k v 50 for networks with 2000 according to the upper bound of ρ. The network

is far more dense compared with what we usually use in k-nearest neighbor net-

work, that is k = 4. It will be of interest to see how the networks evolves as k

increases over this range.

In building the phase space network with k nearest neighbors, points in

the same orbits are explicitly excluded as they are deemed to have with strong

temporal correlations, but the spatial neighbors are considered more important

than the temporal successors. In building ε-recurrence network, points on the

same orbits are kept in most of the relevant studies [41, 42, 46, 67]. Only the

self loops is excluded when comparing the adjacency matrix with the traditional

RP. However, it contradicts the rationale of the Thieler window as keeping these

point will introduce spurious dynamical correlation. Though removing the so-

called sojourn points which are defined as the temporally subsequent observa-

tions staying within the neighborhoods of the phase space, has also suggested in
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Ref. [17], we persist with the established way to build ε-recurrence network.

The data sets that we investigate are from the x component of the Rössler

system by solving x′ = −(y + z), y′ = x+ ay, z′ = b+ (x− c)z with a = 0.2,

b = 0.2, c = 5.7 and sampling rate h = 0.1. The embedded parameters are set

as de = 10 and τ = 10. We assign each points with k = 4, 10, 20, 50 nearest

neighbors to get the phase networks with 10000 nodes. In comparison, the ε-

recurrence networks with ρ ∼ 0.0008, 0.002, 0.004, 0.01 are also constructed.

Also, we intend to study networks with more dense edges by decreasing size of

the network to n = 2000, with k = 4, 10, 20, 50 and corresponding ρ ∼ 0.004,

0.01, 0.02, 0.05, respectively. Note that unless it is needed, in the following,

most of the network characteristics are only discussed on networks with size

n = 10000.

5.3 Network measurements

5.3.1 Global network characteristics

In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, we summarize a variety of global network measure-

ments on networks we have build. we denote each of them with a network ID.

Network pairs denoted by (a, e), (b, f), ... are of almost the same number of edges

but constructed with different methodologies, while pairs denoted by (a, a1), (b,

b1), ... are of almost the same mean degrees but from network with different size

n.

When k is increasing, the original edges remain in the k-nearest neighbor

network and additional are added, which is also true in building ε-recurrence

network as the corresponding ρ increases. As a consequence, the average path

length and the diameter should be monotonically decrease as the number of edges

increases and that is can be seen in the simulations, as shown in columns 6 and

7 in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Regarding the global clustering, the values of all networks with size 10000

drops in the interval (0.57, 0.63) and are in agreement with the results in Fig. 3.5.

In contrast, for k-nearest neighbor network a1 with n = 2000 and k = 4 , the

clustering coefficient is 0.4946, which is rather small, and the values increase as

k becomes larger. Similar behaviors can be found in ε-recurrence network e1.

Table 5.1: Global network measurements on the k-nearest neighbor networks

ID size n k
Mean

Dg
Mean

Bc
Mean

Cc
Average

Path Diameter

a 10000 4 8 4.57×106 0.623 38.0 81
b 10000 10 20 2.61×1010 0.581 21.7 44
c 10000 20 40 5.42×1016 0.586 15.8 32
d 10000 50 100 5.87×104 0.603 10.1 20
a1 2000 4 8 1.50×104 0.495 16.0 32
b1 2000 10 20 9.47×103 0.540 10.5 21
c1 2000 20 40 6.66×103 0.600 7.66 15
d1 2000 50 100 3.38×103 0.604 4.38 8

Table 5.2: Global network measurements on the ε-recurrence networks.

ID size n ρ
Mean

Dg
Mean

Bc
Mean

Cc
Average

Path Diameter

e 10000 0.0008 7.98 121 0.5719 – –
f 10000 0.002 19.3 4.42×1013 0.6208 – –
g 10000 0.004 40.6 3.24×1014 0.608 19.1 42
h 10000 0.01 96.4 5.56×105 0.617 11.2 24
e1 2000 0.004 7.47 2.78×1010 0.446 – –
f1 2000 0.01 19.0 2.35×1018 0.619 23.9 77
g1 2000 0.02 39.5 7.60×103 0.663 8.60 19
h1 2000 0.05 99.3 3.64×103 0.671 4.64 10

Regarding the node degrees, because of the way in which the construction

algorithm is designed, and Eqn. 5.1, the mean degrees are almost the same for k-

nearest neighbor networks and ε-recurrence networks (with the same number of

nodes and almost the same number of edges). However, the degree distributions

are different, as shown in Fig. 5.1. In general, ε-recurrence networks have a
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broader range of degree distribution, because these networks are more closely

related to the local point density. In comparison, k-nearest neighbor networks

aims to have each node contribute an equal number of edges. However, the

density variation in phase space make the distribution broader.
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Figure 5.1: Degree distributions for networks a-g as described in Tables 5.1
and 5.2.

5.3.2 Local network characteristics

We have already found that the topological features of either k-nearest

neighbor networks or ε-recurrence networks are closely related to properties of

the underlying dynamical system and further that local network properties give

more detail in the attractor geometry. As a result, we would like to examine

how the local network properties encode differently between the two types of

recurrence-based networks.

Firstly, we examine the local degrees for all networks as shown in Fig. 5.2

and color the degrees for points in phase space for networks of size 10000 in

Fig. 5.3. It is believed that the local degrees in the ε-recurrence networks reflect

directly the point densities in the phase space, while in in the k-nearest neighbor
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networks tells more about the density variance [42]. As k = 4 is chosen, we

cannot obtain very precise degree values along trajectories. However, when k

becomes large, clear results (e.g. in c and d) similar to the ε-recurrence networks

start to appear: degrees of nodes along the same trajectory tend to be similar and

change gradually along the trajectory and the values relate closely to the point

density variance. Hence both techniques capture the the existence of UPOs of

the chaotic dynamics. From Fig. 5.2, it is interesting that the fluctuations in the

values of degrees can be found along an orbit, especially in the the ε-recurrence

networks of size 2000 which is mainly due to incommensurate sampling. Points

accumulate not only because of UPOs but also because of improper sampling,

leading to some “domain” structure across orbits (e.g. in Fig. 5.3 d, g and h) as

we increase the number of edges in the networks (i.e. increase k or ρ).
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Figure 5.2: Local degrees: the blue curves stand for k-nearest neighbor net-
works a-d and a1-d1 while the green curves stand for ε-recurrence networks e-h
and e1-h1 as shown in the figures. The corresponding networks are described
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Secondly, regarding the local clustering coefficients, the results of all net-

works are shown in Fig. 5.4. We find some points do not cluster with other points

in networks e, e1, f and f1, for the reason that there exists isolated nodes in the
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Figure 5.3: Color coded representations of degrees on the attractors for net-
works a-h. The corresponding networks are described in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

network because the number of edges are not large enough to ensure all the points

are connected in the ε-recurrence networks. From top to bottom in Fig. 5.4, as

the number of edges increases, the correlations in local clustering coefficients

between k-nearest neighbor networks and ε-recurrence networks becomes large,

hence in Fig. 5.5, we find very similar structures in color coded local cluster-

ing distributions in networks d and h. These structures relate to higher-order

heterogeneity of the points in the phase space.

Lastly, regarding the local betweenness centralities, we consider only net-

works c, d, g and h, as shown in Fig. 5.4, to exclude the unconnected networks.

Compared with the results in g and h which do not clearly show the UPOs struc-
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Figure 5.4: Local clustering coefficients: the blue curves stand for k-nearest
neighbor networks a-d and a1-d1 while the green curves stand for ε-recurrence
networks e-h and e1-h1 as shown in the figures. The corresponding networks
are described in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

tures, we still can find that the values of local betweenness centrality changes

along trajectories, although not as cleanly as the result of local degrees and lo-

cal clusterings, implying the network topologies of the networks from the two

construction methods are somewhat different.

5.4 Discussions and conclusions

The main focus of this thesis has been the properties of k-nearest neighbor

networks (following [16]) and delivering a better understanding of the connec-

tion between the deterministic dynamical system and properties of the network.

In this chapter we have focussed on a comparison of k-nearest neighbor and

ε-recurrence networks. Shortly after the original technique was proposed in

Ref. [16] many authors started to explore the ε-recurrence networks as a way

of representing recurrence plots as a complex network (indeed the connection

to recurrence plots was pointed out in [16]). Nonetheless, a similar complete

exploration of k-nearest neighbor networks has been missing — our review pa-
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Figure 5.5: Color coded representations of clusterings on the attractors for
networks a-h. The corresponding networks are described in Tables 5.1 and
5.2.

per [17] partly provided a qualitative comparison. Despite the apparently subtle

differences between the two approaches, the actual effect of these differences is

substantial. In this chapter, we perform the first complete comparison of these

two methods.

In particular, we show the global network measurements including average

path lengths, network diameters, clustering coefficients and the degree distribu-

tions are studied for networks from the two networks. In addition, the com-

parisons in local node measurements including local degrees, local clustering

coefficients and local betweenness centralities between networks from the two

methods are also provided. We note that the same size and almost the same
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c g

d h

Figure 5.6: Color coded representations of logarithm of local node between-
ness centralities on the attractors for networks c, d, g and h. The corresponding
networks are described in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

number of edges ensures that the network measurements can be compared di-

rectly for the same orbits or the same nodes.

From simple observations of the relative number of links each method gen-

erates we find easy and obvious differences. For the k-nearest neighbor network

to produce results similar to the ε-recurrence networks, much larger number of

links, k, is required. When doing this the results of the two methods do converge.

When k = 4 is chosen for the fixed nearest neighbors, it is sufficient to distin-

guish time series of different dynamics. Conversely, for small k the k-nearest

neighbor approach unveils structure not evident from recurrence plots. This is

due primarily to the sparsity of links and the exclusion of embedded time se-

ries points on the same trajectory. Combined, this allows the recurrence network

approach to better characterize fine scale dynamics in the system.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future work

In this chapter, reflections on the advantages and disadvantages associated

with the complex network presentations of time series are discussed, followed

by a summary of the contributions of this thesis. In addition, future work and

some open questions are discussed.

6.1 Closing the loop

This work has presented a novel framework by using complex networks to

represent phase space dynamics from time series, which allows tools from com-

plex network theory to be applied to analyze time series data. Many methods

for transforming time series into complex networks have previously been pro-

posed, including cycle networks [15], recurrence networks [16,17,41,43,67,83],

correlation networks [40, 46], visibility graph [39] and so on. These various ap-

proaches gained acceptance in providing new insights to time series analysis and

have found their applications in various fields [84–86].

Regarding the recurrence networks, they are routinely constructed by either

the ε network method or the k-nearest neighbor network methods. A complete

study for the ε-recurrence networks has been presented recently by Donges in

88
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his 2013 Ph.D. thesis [36]. However, no equivalent study of the theoretical foun-

dation underlying the k-nearest neighbor approach has been provided.

In this thesis, a thorough examination of how the k-nearest neighbor net-

works can be applied to analyze time series data has been provided. With a set

of network statistics, profound insight to the network characterizations for time

series at different scales can be gained and has been presented. The various

network measures have been characterized based on the scale involved (macro-,

meso- and micro-scale) and thus different features of the underlying dynamical

system are manifest at different scales of localization in the network domain. For

example, average path length, global clustering coefficient and degree distribu-

tion defined at the global network scale can be used to distinguish systems of

different dynamical types. Local degree, clustering coefficients and betweenness

centrality contain information on the spatial filling of the phase space and are

close to invariant objects such as UPOs. In this thesis, network motifs of differ-

ent orders have been proposed to characterize the phase space topology of the

time series – and hence the underlying deterministic dynamics of the dynamical

systems. For example, the prevalence of different motif superfamilies has been

explored as chaotic dynamical systems undergo a period doubling cascade for

logistic map and Rössler flow data. For the first time a theoretical justification

for why certain motifs are more representative of different dynamical regimes

has been provided.

While networks are considered to be a powerful tool for analyzing non-

linear time series data from complex dynamical systems, when returning to the

ultimate goals of time series analysis, there are still some concerns related to this

field which need to be reflected.

Firstly, unlike the conventional nonlinear time series analysis approaches, a

solid mathematical understanding for some of the existing transformations from

time series to complex networks is still absent, for example the k-nearest neigh-

bor network method. Since the construction method is not very straightforward,
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some complications has been brought into the networks. However, for some very

straightforward methods such as the visibility graphs [39, 54], analytical results

can be presented. For the ε-recurrence networks, the properties of the associ-

ating adjacency matrices can be gained directly from the well studied results in

RPs research field. Hence, heuristically interpretations of some network mea-

surement have been provided. However, the same measurements of k-nearest

neighbor networks do not have a clear meaning based on the mathematical foun-

dation. But still, they can provide complementary information of the time series

from the viewpoint of complex networks.

Secondly, there is a debate on whether the complication generated by trans-

forming time series into complex network is necessary or the network presenta-

tions merely complicate simple problems. The debates come out because net-

works themselves are inherently complicated (as we have discussed in Chapter

2 Section 2.2). Taking the k-nearest neighbor networks methods as an example,

the simplest case transfers a fix point (i.e. data which constant value) into a regu-

lar network. The regular network itself is globally coupled which to some extent

is more complicated than a fix point. However, from the viewpoint of complex

networks, regular network is indeed the simplest (among networks with the same

size and the same number of edges). Similarly, the couplings among nodes vary

according to the changes in the dynamics of the data, as we shown in the thesis.

Thus we argue that such a transformation is proper and is suitable for provid-

ing complementary information of the system which can not be obtained by the

conventional time series approaches, as discussed in the thesis. Apparently, the

network representatives can further be extended to weighted and/or directed net-

works. As a good network construction method are designed to capture much

information of the dynamical properties of the underlying system while main-

taining a max degree of simplicity, whether such extension is necessary is data-

driven, depending on what kind of data it is and what kind of information we are

interested in and that whether such extension can capture well the properties that

we are interested in from the data.
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Moreover, to understand the network, some of the characterizations or mea-

surements may require a high computational cost, for example the motifs. An-

other concern comes out as whether such a high computational cost is worth-

while. It should be stressed here that the motifs are most suitable for k-nearest

neighbor networks, for it can tell the subtle local difference out at different scales

when comparing networks with the same size and the same number of edges, es-

pecially when k is a small integer and thus the computational cost is tolerable.

Such local topological information can not be obtained by other network mea-

surement.

Last but not least, time series analysis aims not only to identify the nature

of an underlying system from the time series data, but also to forecast the future

events. From this point of view, complex network methods for time series analy-

sis still has a long way to go in order to achieve the ultimate goals of time series

analysis. Despite several concerns, what we have done in this thesis can at least

help to form a solid foundation for complex network of time series analysis. In

the next section, we will summarize the main results of this thesis.

6.2 Contributions of the thesis

In this thesis, we have presented a new framework for time series analysis

by means of using the complex networks. To understand this framework, an

overview of the network based time series analysis methods has been provided,

including the background of nonlinear time series analysis, an introduction to

the complex network theory and techniques of network-based time series. This

work has been published [17].

We have extended the study of the k-nearest neighbor networks from the

motif patterns to the full gamut of statistics which describe the time series at dif-

ferent scales, as presented in Chapter 3. The analysis of corresponding networks

has been extended to include micro- and meso- scale properties as well as the
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usual global summary statistics. This approach has provided new insights as we

have been able to connect dynamical properties of the underlying system to vari-

ations in complex network properties of individual nodes. In particular, average

path length, global clustering coefficient and degree distribution defined at the

global network scale can be used to distinguish systems of different dynamical

types. Local degree, clustering coefficients and betweenness centrality contain

information on the spatial filling of the phase space and are close to invariant

objects such as UPOs. Also, we have provided a more detailed exploration of

the effect of noise contamination on the motif superfamily methods and found

an interesting result that noise helps emphasize the structural distinction between

continuous and discrete systems. We demonstrated that the method can also be

usefully applied to real experimental data without being overwhelmed by the

effect of noise. The work has been published [44].

We have examined the origin of motif properties for k-nearest neighbor

networks and links from the network properties to the topology of the time series

in Chapter 4. The prevalence of different motif superfamilies as chaotic dynam-

ical systems (both flow and map) undergo a period doubling cascade has been

explored. To do this, a new network construction refinement has been introduced

which allows for pseudo-periodic and periodic signals to be correctly represented

in the network domain. We have also refined the computational techniques that

are able to examine motifs of other orders, while local phase space informa-

tion at a large scale is needed. For the logistic map, the frequencies of motifs

changes accordingly towards different dynamics, mainly because the networks

are broken into small components according to different data sets and the size

effects in network components affect the motif frequencies of different dynam-

ics. For Rössler flow data, the network topologies codes in the existence of the

UPOs in the phase space attractor and exhibit different the local motif informa-

tion along different trajectories. This work provides a significance extension of

the techniques introduced by Xu and colleagues [16] which allows a full explo-

ration to evolve period doubling cascade and onset of chaos. By exploring the
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well studied dynamical transition we have also been able to better understand

the mechanisms underlying the prevalence of different network motifs. For the

first time, a description of why certain motifs are more representative of different

dynamical regimes have been provided — thereby a theoretical justification for

the empirical observations of Xu et al [16] has been provided. This work has

been submitted for publication, and is available on arXiv.

We have also performed the first complete comparison between the k-

nearest neighbor network method and the ε-recurrence network method, as pre-

sented in Chapter 5. In particular, the global network measurements including

average path lengths, network diameters, clustering coefficients and the degree

distributions are provided for the two networks. In addition, the comparisons

in local node measurements including local degrees, local clustering coefficients

and local betweenness centralities between networks from the two methods are

also provided. From simple observations of the relative number of links each

method generates we find easy and obvious differences. For the k-nearest neigh-

bor network to produce results similar to the ε-recurrence networks, much larger

number of links, k, is required. When k = 4 is chosen for the fixed nearest

neighbors, it is sufficient to distinguish time series of different dynamics. Con-

versely, for small k the k-nearest neighbor approach unveils structure not evident

from recurrence plots. Combined, this allows the recurrence network approach

to better characterize fine scale dynamics in the system. The results also help to

gain insight to proper parameter selection when using these two methods. This

work is currently being prepared for publication.

6.3 Future work

The thesis raises several outstanding questions for future research. Some

of them aim to refine and complete the existing recurrence-based time series

analysis and others are ideas which may initiate new fields of research. These
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questions are as follows.

Firstly, in the thesis we provide the first complete comparison between the

k-nearest neighbor network method and ε network method which helps to under-

stand the substantial differences in actual effect between two networks with sub-

tle differences. However, for k-nearest neighbor network methods, we still need

to perform statistical tests of the network characteristics to validate the method

both with toy systems and experimental time series through surrogate data.

Secondly, the recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) has been shown

to be a useful tool to quantify patterns in the recurrence plot and characterize

dynamics from time series [25]. Hence, rather than from a complex network’s

point of view, the differences in the adjacency matrices between the k nearest

neighbor networks and the ε networks can be investigated by the conventional

recurrence quantification analysis. By doing so, we draw a strong connections

among the k nearest neighbor networks, the ε networks and the recurrence plot.

Thirdly, in the thesis we examine the full gamut of statistics for networks

with a fixed sizes as well as the scaling with the size to demonstrate the utility

of using network methods to characterize time series. A fundamental question

which remains unaddressed by this thesis is whether there is any invariant in

the network topologies which is invariant under variation of the sampling rate,

length of the data, embedding strategy, etc.

Fourth, rather than transforming time series into complex networks, there

is currently also of great interest in the reverse process: getting time series from

complex networks [87]. The techniques to obtain time series (especially sur-

rogate data [88]) from networks constructed from time series are left as open

questions for future study.

Last but not least, as always, it is of interest to investigate other existing

methods for transforming time series into complex networks (e.g. the visibility

graph), and to invent new methods or new algorithms that may have potentials

in analyzing time series (such as new methods which make use of the ordinal
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partition of the time series [45, 50]). This is a rich field with many alternative

approaches and likely applications.
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